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ABSTRACT
 

WATERCOURSE IMPROVEMENT IN PAKISTAN
 

Pilot Study in Cooperation with Farmers at Tubewell 56L
 

Over half the water supplied to the watercourse at
 

Tubewell 56L was lost before it reached the farmers' fields.
 

This loss was primarily through the upper porous portions
 

of the banks and in the vicinity of junctions where banks
 

were thin.
 

The 35 farmers in the 900-acre area served by this
 

watercourse were motivated to organize themselves to
 

rebuild their own earthen improved watercourse (28,000 feet),
 

according to design specifications drawn up by young
 

Pakistani engineers. Low cost concrete diversion struc

tures were developed and installed at junctions to eliminate
 

continued borrowing of soil and degradation of banks near
 

the junctions. The improvements reduced losses to about
 

one-half their previbus values and increased deliveries
 

to the fields by over 50 percent. The cost was about
 

Rs. 2/foot (M0RS - $1.00 U.S.) of watercourse improved,
 

-including farmers' labor. These costs included costs of
 

experimentation and training and could be decreased to
 

less than Rs 1.5 per foot in a developmental program.
 

The benefits/cost ratio is based on increased
 

deliveries to the field, on the value assumed for water,
 

and on the interest rate assumed for capital. Additional
 

benefits fram reductions in seepage damage to crops and
 

xi
 



reduced labor at junctions are obvious, but more difficult
 

to evaluate. Maintaining the benofits will require the
 

investment of about 10-man hours of labor per acre foot
 

of water saved. This is some of the least expensive
 

water available in countries where rural labor has a 19w
 

value during some seasons.
 

This watercourse improvement appears to be an ideal
 

component for a development program designed to increase
 

crop production. However, farmers require further infor

mation on how to use this water and other inputs to
 

optimize crop production if they are to obtain full benefits
 

from this extra water.
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CONCWSXONS 

'Even though this was an experimental watercourse on
 

which there were many expenditures for experimental
 

structures and many persons were assigned to the water

course primarily for training, the benefit/cost ratio still
 

appears to be in the range of 3-4. This indicates that in
 

more refined development'projects this benefit/cost ratio
 

could be increased to 5 or 6. However, the following
 

findings/recommendations may have an impact on the
 

results of future projects:
 

*Farmers need help in scheduling maintenance of
 
watercourses.
 

*Special staff gauges fixed at the head of the
 

watercourse should be painted red in those
 
elevations where the water in the watercourse
 
will cause reduction in flow from the distributary.
 

*Water losses were generally lower in those parts of
 

the watercourse where water ran continuously.
 

*Possibility exists to divide water into two or three
 
continuously flowing channels to give farmers more
 
frequent access to water in order to take advantage
 
of low loss rate in continuously flowing channels.
 

*Sod around culverts and check structures provided
 

adequate protection from erosion in channels where
 
water flowed only one or two days a week.
 

*Head loss at control structures and culverts may be
 

reduced 10-20 percent if transition structures are
 
constructed.
 

*Farmers should be instructed thoroughly on methods
 
and time to clean sediment traps.
 

*Elimination of parallel sub-branches proved completely
 

successful and is highly recommended in future projects.
 

*Regulations regarding the criteria for location and
 
installation of check structures need to be established
 
prior to negotiations with the farmers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 

On the basis of the apparent success of this program the
 
ollowing recommendations are made:
 

1. 	Watercourse improvement programs of this type should
 
be included in the On-Farm Water Management Pilot
 
Project to be initiated in the Sind, Punjab and the
 
North West Frontier Provinces of Pakistan.
 

2. 	This project should be continued to serve as a train
ing ground for personnel and as laboratories for
 
developing the most effective means of watercourse
 
improvement.
 

3. 	Watercourses with permeable soils, steeper slopes,
 
flatter slopes, serving land areas needing additional
 
water and surface drainage should be included in a
 
series of future pilot watercourse projects.
 

4. 	Because this project was conducted during December,
 
January, and February when the need for water is low
 
and working conditions are ideal, future projects
 
should be constructed during other seasons of the year.
 

5. 	An essential improvement program should be developed
 
and evaluated which would involve a minimal input of
 
capital by government. This might mean constructing
 
compacted earthen buffalo baths rather than masonry
 
ones, and utilizing trained extension field assis
tants to do much of the engineering under direction
 
of a trained agricultural ehgineer.
 

6. 	Because cleaing and mainteiance can cause fluctua
tions of upl to 30 percent iq water delivery
 
efficiencie~lat the tail en of a watercourse, a
 
comprehensive program to deine losses, keep to a
 
regular maihienance and cle ning program, and to
 
provide infbmation about c eaning procedures should
 
be instituteq.
 

7. 	An irrigatc advisory serv ce should be developed to 
provide fa ers with an es imate of water flow in 
their wat r ourse, amount f water used by the crops
since the ast irrigation, and the priority need of
 
this cro s compared wit other crops which he is
 
growing.
 

8. 	Technica, assistance'and equipment should be made
 
availab]e to farmers who wish tq'take the advice of
 
irrigatio advisors and evel their fields.'
 





WATERCOURSE IMPROVEMENT IN PAKISTAN
 

Pilot Study in Cooperation with Farmers at Tubewell 56Lw+
 

INTRODUCTION
 

A. 	 Historical
 

After walking many Pakistan watercourses and
 

observing their generally poor condition, Gilbert Corey
 

and Mian Mohammed Ashraf concluded there was a potential
 

for saving a great deal of water by improving the water

courses that lead from the canals to the,Pakistani
 

farmers' fields. Because of this conclusion, Corey, then
 

chief of the Colorado State University (CSU) Water
 

Management Research Project-Field Party, and Ashraf,
 

submitted a proposal to the U.S. Agency for International
 

Development (USAID) in early 1972 to test various water

course improvements in terms,of cost, delivery,.efficiency
 

and longevity. This proposal included an evaluation of
 

land leveling effects on irrigation application efficiency,
 

of improved water scheduling and-methods of application
 

*Based on studies conducted by the Colorado State University
 
Water Management Research team, the Mona Reclamation
 
Experimental Project and Cooperating farmers. These
 
studies were supported by USAID/Pakistan Agreement No. 204-75
 
and by USAID/Washington Research Contract No. AID/ta-C-1411.
 

+Participants in this study, in alphabetical order, include
 
S. A. Bowers, Wayne Clyma, Sam Johnson, W. D. Kemper, and
 
John Reuss of the CSU field party and Moh'd Afzal,
 
Moh'd Akram, Mian Moh'd Ashraf, Moh'd Azeem, Bashir Ahmad,
 
Moh'd Munir Chaudhry and Mohsin Wahla of the Mona
 
Reclamation Experimental Project (also, see acknowledgements)
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and of rejated cultural practices on water use efficiency
 

'(yield of crop per unit of water used).
 

Suggested watercourse improvements ranged from
 

simple earthen improvements to installing 13 -inch
 

J1975) showed that
masonry walls. Studies by Clyma et al. 


only about SQ percent of the water leaving the canal and
 

tubewell was reaching the fields. This indicated a poten

tial for increasing the water supply .to the fields by
 

100 percent if allof the leakage could be prevented.
 

While an economic analysis by Eckert etal. (1975) showed
 

that if the water were used efficiently,,masonry-lined
 

channels could be justified. less expensive.methods also
 

were found to have high benefits.
 

Studies on test sections had shownthat the water
 

loss from watercourses could be reduced to less than
 

0.10 Qusecs per,l.-Q0 tfeet if the banks,werereasonably
 

compacted and built to proper cross section (Kemper et al.,
 

19751. However, installation of concrete or masonry
 

check structures at the junctions were necessary to
 

eliminate the chronic soil borrowing and bank 

degradation that accompanies building earthen bunds. 

After a number of test sections of watercourses were 

constructed using contractor or government labor, the 

farmers thought that'it was the government's responsibility 

to maintain them. Therefore, it was decided that any 

additional watercourse improvements would be implemented
 

directly to involve the farmers in the planning and
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construction. Consequently, it was proposed that if the
 

farmers on one branch (I branch) of a test watercourse
 

would provide the labor to rebuild and compact the water

course to the proper cross section, the research project
 

would furnish improved concrete check structures and
 

engineering supervision. Because'I branch was on the
 

watercourse where other branches had been cement-lined at
 

.government expense, the farmers at first felt they were
 

being dealt with unjustly and turned the proposition down.
 

However, when the Senior Extension Officer in the Mona
 

Project Area convinced the farmers that no more free
 

.concrete-lined watercourses were going to be built, a
 

couple of farmers were convinced. These farmers began
 

work on the watercourse alone in spite of stiong pressure
 

from the rest of the group. Their perseverance paid
 

off, and after three days of watching their neighbors work,
 

the rest of the farmers finally joined in the watercourse
 

improvement.
 

During August the farmers worked on improving their
 

watercourses, and by the time they had finished, the
 

farmers had invested over 1,000 hours of labor in the
 

improvement of 2,200 feet of watercourse. Water losses
 

were reduced from 0.84 cusecs to 0.34 cusecs per 1,000 feet.
 

In some sections where"lhere was obvious leakage, compact
 

cores were installed and showed that the loss rate could
 

be reduced to less than 0.15 cusics per 1,000'feet
 
(Kmper and Akram, 1975).
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B. 	 Criteria Used for Selection of Watercourses
 

The following criteria were used in selecting
 

watercourses for the pilot watercourse improvement'
 

program:
 

1. Amount of water furnished at the head of the
 
watercourse per acre of land served by the
 
watercourse.
 

2. 	 Cropping intensity.
 

3. 	 Fraction of the watercourse supply furnished
 
by the mogha and the tubewell which was being
 
lost by leakage, overtopping, dead storage,
 
etc. from the watercourse.
 

.4. 	 Accessibility of the watercourse to the project
 
headquarters.
 

5. 	 Accessibility of the watercourse to the nearest
 
pakka road.
 

6. 	 Size of the land holdings.
 

7. 	 Known reputation for cooperation by the farmers
 
in the area.
 

8. 	 Availability of farmers within the group who
 
were progressive and had leadership ability.
 

Twelve watercourses were initially proposed by the
 

Extension Sarvice Staff as candidates. On the basis of
 

,,revenue records and Extension Service experience with
 

the farmers in this area, these were narrowed down to
 

six candidates. Measurements of water loss and mogha
 

and tubewell water supply were taken of these water
, 	 - .. I j '_' *J ' ,, . 1 1 

courses. Ownership patterns also were determined. The
 
t 	 . . . I ,. It . . ' : I I 

watercourse at Tubewell 65 was the top contender until it
 
$ 1 1 $ 1 . ) 1 4 . . ..I., ..I L ' 

was 	found that several of the 50-acre plots were owned
 
L -	 *A. ' La, I - I- . , .1 1. L. - 11 I k" ."* 

or controlled by a single individual; on the basis of
 
, . %^ 	 , * -~~-. ' 
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this.finding it was dropped,to the bottom of the list. Of
 

,,theremaining candidates,o the watercourse serving
 

Tubewell 56L was judged ,to be the best candidate for the
 

first,pilot watercourse improvement program according to
 

the criteria cited above.
 

Meetings were held with the leading farmers of this
 

tubewell, and they were told'how much water they were
 

losing. This shocked them into action, and they sent
 

one of their leaders to the farmer-improved branch I
 

of the watercourse at Tubewell 78. He saw the earthen
 

improvement there, participated in the opening and
 

closing of a concrete control structure and was convinced.
 

He, the Senior Extension Officer (Mr. Wahla), and other
 

project personnel went to the watercourse at Tubewell 56L
 

and held a meeting with the other farmers served by this
 

watercourse. These farmers agreed to improve their
 

watercourse under the pilot watercourse scheme. The
 

limited work that had been done on the test branch 4t
 

Tubewell 78 gave a good estimate of the amount of labor
 

that would be required from the farmers. Because the
 

number of check structures and outlets from the water

course could be accurately estimated, and because price
 

and cost of installation were reasonably estimated, an
 

accurate estimate:of.the cost was possible. The farmers
 

weretold thatthey were losing about half of their
 

water-beforeAt reached.their farms; thatthey would need
 

to invest about 15,000 hours of labor in improvement of
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4-301O0-:fe6it of their' main:chbnnel ,' a nd main. branches; and 

t~it' they 'woUld'be -'able-to-cut their lossed-'in half 

'anzd' 'increase itheir water -supply-by '50- percent. --Thus; 

-they 'concluded that the impiovement was- 'a' good' investment 

of their labor." 

C. Village 10 ML 

The majority of the cultivators from the Tubewell 56L 

pilot watercourse live in the village 10ML. This village 

dates from the early 1900's when the lower Jhelum Canal was 

opened. The bulk of the settlers brought into this area 

were from GuJrat. There are also a few cultivators whose 

ancestors lived in the area before the canal was constructed 

(locals), and a few refugees that settled in Village 10ML
 

-after partition. Table 1 details the distribution of the
 

cultivators with respect to origin.
 

Table' . Origin of the Cultivators of TW 56.
 

Origin - Number of Cultivators Percent of Total 

Local 3 8% 
Settler 31 89% 
Refugee 1 3. 

TOTAL 35 100% 

While the cultivatora appear to be almost 

overwhelmingly dominated by settlers, it does not indi

cate that they are a homogeneous group.,:
 

In fact, there ,are 10 different -castes represented 

on the watercourse. Table 2 presents the percentage 
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distribution ofthe castes as well as the number of acres 

controlled.
 

'Table 2.' 	Caste Distribution and Acreage Controlled by
 
Castes.
 

Caste Number of Cultivators Percent of Total Total Number of Acres 

6% 	 20.5Arian 2 
Chuhan 1 3% 16.5
 
Gujar 12 40% 364.0
 
Gundal 1 3% 18.0
 

3% 	 8.0
Harral 1 

Janjua 1 3% 7.0
 
Khokhar 2 -6% 129.5
 

28.0alik 2 	 6% 
1 	 3% 12.5Raja 

Syed 8 	 27% 230.25 

From Table 	2 it is apparent that even though there'are
 

10 castes on TW 56, only three castes are dominant in terms
 

of land holding. GuJar, Khokhar, and Syed castes account
 

for over 720 acres. These castes control almost 80 percent
 

of the land on the watercourse afnd are dominant groups in
 

village 10ML.
 

Education level of individuals is another relevant
 

variable in terms of influence on the watercourse (see
 

Table 3).
 

Table 3. Educational Levels for TW 56 Cultivators.
 

Level
 
Uneducated 	 Primary Middle Native- F.A. B.S. M.A. 

Number 	 15 10 3 2 2 2 1
 

Percent of totals' 43% 29% 8.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 3% 



While over 70 percent of the cultivators are either
 

uneducated or have only primary education, there are enough
 

individuals with higher level education to indicate that
 

this watercourse is, relatively progressive in education.
 

Within the area there is an elementary school, a high
 

school for boys and a village-sponsored handicraft school
 

for
I 
girls. 

D. Pilot Project Area
 

The pilot watercourse at TW 56L covers a larger area
 

than most watercourses in the Punjab. The gross area of
 

the watercourse is approximately 928 acres, whereas an
 

average watercourse in Pakistan is roughly 400 acres.
 

However, since one and one-half square (one square = 25 acres)
 

are occupied by the school, graveyard and village, and
 

additional land is taken by roads and a government plot
 

scheme, the cultivable area is only 890 acres. The general
 

details of this watercourse are presented in Figure 1.
 

The Salinity Control and Reclamation Project (SCARP) tube

well and mogha are both located at the head of the water

course. The amount of water distributed throughout the
 

watercourse varies as a function of the quality of main

tenance and, in general, decreases as the distance from
 

the mogha increases.
 

Over 70 percent of the farms on the pilot.watercourse
 

are owner operated (see Table 4).
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Figure 1. 	General Plan of TW 56L Watercourse. (Dark
 
lines leading to arrows are watercourses.
 
Dashed lines indicate parallel watercourses
 
which were eliminated in the improved
 
course).
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Table 4. Farm Tenure - TW 56 - Fall 1975.
 

Tenants Owner-Cu-Teonant. Owner 

Number 
larcent of Total 

7 
20% 

3 
9% 

25 
71% 

Table 5. Farm Size Distribution.
 

Farm Size Number Percentage of Farms 
(Acres) 

26%
1-12 9 
43%
12.1-25 15 

11 31%Over 25 


While most of the farms are in the 12-25 acre range, 

a significant percentage of the farms are over 25 acres.
 

In fact, there are six farms (17 percent) that have 50
 

'The average farm size in this watercourse
or more acres. 


is larger than the average / 
in Pakistan, which is about
 

ten acres. Only 38 percet of the farms are split into
 

one area, whicf is less fragmentation than has more than 


occurred in most area#'in Pakistan.
 

The major crops' found on the watercourse are wheat, 

cotton, citrus sugarcane and fodder. Tables..§ and 7
 

present the cropping acreage for auiner (Harif) 1975 and
 

winter (Rabi) 1975-1976.
 



Table 6. Crop Acre es-Kharifl1975..,
 

Crop Number of Kanals* Oumber Acres Percent of Total 

Sugarcane 408.75 51.1 7% 
Cotton 1140.25 142.5 19% 

Rice 107.0 13.4 ,2% 

Garden (Citrus) 2086.0 260.7 35% 

Lucerne 272.75 34.1 , 4% 
1.9 -
Pulses 15.5 


Vegetables 24.0 3.0
 
6i
Melons 349.0 43.6 


Tobacco 50.5 6.3 1% 
2.6 -Hemp 20.8 

BaJra 814.5 101.8 14%
 

Jawar 239.4 29.9 4% 
Maize 462.0 57.7 8% 

TOTAL 5990.4 748.8 100%
 

Cropping Intensity 83% 

*Note - 1 acre - 8 kanals. 

Table 7. Crop Acreages - Rabi 1975-76
 

Crop Number of Kanals Number of Acres Percent of Total 

Wheat 2677.5 334.6 45%
 
6.8 1%Lucerne 54.7 

Sugarcane 218.2 27.3 4%
 

Garden (Citrus) 2088.0 261.0 35% 

Vegetables 60.0 7.5 1% 
15%
Berseem 840.3 105.4 


Gram 31.5 3.9 -

TOMA 5970.3 746.2 100%
 

Cropping Intensity 82% 

The dominant crops during Kharif were cotton, citrus,
 
and fodder (over 75 percent of the cultivated la'd)I while 

the dominant crops during Rabi were wheat, citrus and fodder. 
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Citrus has increased by 63-acres-,from Kharif 1974.to Kharif, 

1975, while both cotton and-sugarcane acreage has declined.I 

The yields of the crops vary considerably along the 

in terms ofwatercourse both in terms of total yields and 

yield distribution along the watercourse. Table 8 lists the 

average yield data for the major crops on the pilot
 

watercourse.
 

Table 8. 	Average and Range of Crop Yields in Maunds per Acre
 
for 1974-1975*
 

Crop 	 Highest Yield Lowest Yield Average Yield
 

Sugarcane 400 mds/ac 200 mds/ac 268.3 mds/ac 
Rice 25 mds/ac 5 mds/ac 17.7 mds/ac 

Wheat 60 mds/ac 15 mds/ac 29.8 mds/ac
 
Citrusl 7000 Rs/ac 1000 Rs/ac 3420 Rs/ac
 
Cotton 10 mds/ac 1 md/ac 5.6 mds/ac
 

Fodder 400 mds/ac 100 mds/ac 205.0 mds/ac 

1Citrus is sold on a Rs/acre basis. 

Wheat yields are better than the average for Pakistan,
 

but cotton, rice, sugarcane, and fodder are all far below
 

potential. The variation of these yields along the water

course are listed in Table 9.
 

Table 9. 	Distribution of Average,Yields Along the Watercourse.
 

crop Head Middle Tail Pakistan
 
(als/acre) (mul/acre) (ads/acre) Average
 

(mds/acre)
 

Wheat 48 28 24 13.4
 
'Rice 20.3 13.9 14.1 21.1
 
Cotton 8.7 	 6.1 5.2 8.6
 
Sugarcane 400 	 237.5 252.6- wl280.2
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From Table 9 it is apparent that the yields are highest 

toward the head of the watercourse, and tend to decline 

as the dIstance from the mogha increases. These yields 

partially can be explained by the difference in water 

available along the watercourse. Table 10 presents the 

average number of irrigations for the major crops with 

respect to watercourse location. 

Table 10. 	 Average Number of Irrigations by Crop
 
and Location.
 

Crop Head Middle Tail Overall 

Wheat 4.3 3.2 2.4 2.8 
7.1 	 9.1
Rice 10.3 	 10.1 


Sugarcane 5.0 6.2 6.1 	 5.8
 
5.3 	 3.9
Citrus 3.5 	 3.2 


Fodder 7.0 6.0 5.5 6.2
 
2.2 	 1.7
Cotton 2.5 	 1.4 


For wheat, rice, cotton, and fodder the number of
 

irrigations (as well as the yields) declines as the distancc
 

from the mogha increases.
 

Five small private tubewells located in the middle and
 

the tail end of this watercourse have allowed the farmers
 

to maintain higher irrigation frequencies and cropping
 

intensities than would otherwise 4ave been possible.
 

However, these wells, with a combined capacity of about
 

four cusecs, have been pumping an average of only ab ut
 

300 hours per year, for a combined delivery of about
 

100-acre feet of water/year. Government canal + tubewell
 

supply at the head of the watercourse was about
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'2,600 aore-ft/year. About-1,200 ,of this government 

*uupply wureaching the fields., 
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ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING
 

A :MonaStaff
 

I.-! :In order to organizethe Mona -staff for the pilot
 

watercourse, two types of field staff had to be designated
 

and trained. ,First, an action field staff was needed to
 

design and implement-the project. Second, the research
 

staff was necessary,to documentthe process followed and
 

to gather data measuring the benefits and costs of the
 

not contain aproject. In an action program that does 


research component it would be possible to eliminate the
 

research personnel and just train field staff. 

Because successful completion of the project was 

strongly dependent on the rapport between the project 

Research Officer incoordinator and the farmers, the ,Senior. 


Extension, Mr. Mohsin Wahla, was chosen as project co

,ordinator. This deviated from the usual practice ,of placing
 

an engineer in charge, but because the relations with the
 

farmers were good and the farmers were always ahead of the
 

original schedule, this procedure was followed inthe two
 

similar projects. Mr. Wahladirectly supervised five
 

-extension assistants,who helped in motivating-the farmers to
 

maintain quality-control, assisted in data collection, and
 

also gained experience in watercourse improvements. One 

be sufficient in a development which
fieldl assistant would 


did not include research and training components.
 

the layoutTwo agricultural engineers worked on design, 


and material supply with one additional engineer assisting
 



during 'the construction phase. A'The second-pilot ,project 

used ,two agricultural engineers, but one agricultural
 

tengineer coUld ,do,the requiredwork;, However, absence
 

of an engineer due-to-emergendies wouldrequire'backup
 

edf :another engineer, or'trainingof the field-assistant
 

"in the ;use -f 'a level and in 'the procedures involved in
 

-setting the 0-levations and alignment -of,the watercourse.
 

'The Senior'Research'Officer 'in Economica, ,
 

qMr. NUhamma IHussain, 'waS 'in Charge of collecting the
 

economics ,data. 'The vocioeconomicdata was collected
 

-by his field'staff and the extension ,field assistants.
 

'Sincetthe -'SeniorResearchOfficerof Hydrology was not
 

-experienced in 'data collection, the iagricultural-,
 

-engineers were organized 'to work 'relatively:independently 

with -administrative'guidance from tthe Executive Bngineer 

an'd t.technical guidance from the Colorado State University 

Kdvisors. 

Jn order "to contrdl the project, minimize iinternal
 

"dissengions "and'assure .tat 'all -.the Lwork was 'done, it 

> was'-necessary to define-each job and 4to tprovide these job 

-descriptions.to-the"fiOlN staff J(Figure.2 !illustrates the 

-organization chart !for-this project). iEven Lthis f did not 

dliminate .onflicts.' 'There was tthe =normal amountrof 

"disagreement I(even Lamong'sthe CSU.;,Advisors)°, :and -revisions 

•were-necessary. "able il contains a summarized*-setof
 

'jfb
tdescriptions.
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Figure 2. TW-56 Organization Chart.
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Table 11. Job Requirements and Qualifications.
 

Title 	 Description Qualifications 

Executive Engineer 	 Handles ordering of, Extensive'experience 
materials and supplies in construction and 
and with the MREP purchasing 
Director and Technical 
Officer supervised the 
project. 

Project' Coordinator 	 Responsible for day to B.S. plus extensive 
day field decisions- extension experience.
 
coordinates between
 
field staff and the 
farmers committee.
 

Agricultural Engineer 	 Responsible for all B.S. Agricultural 
survey work, design, Engineering 
and management of 

To check
construction. 

for proper elevations,
 
to engineer all improved
 
sections, and to maintain
 
quality control. To plan,
 
with farmers, locations
 
of improved outlets,
 
control structures, 
culverts, etc. 

Agricultural Responsible for B.Sc. Agricultural 
Assistants collecting and recording Economics 

data related to capital 
and labor inputs to the 
project.
 

Field Assistants 	 Responsible for keeping Matric or F.A. plus 
(Extension) 	 track of labor input 2 years extension 

by farmers facilitating training. 
the organization of work, 
&ud maintaining quality 
coatrol on earthen 
improvements. 
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-
B;, Approach
 

The most crucial task assignedo-tothe.,project
 

coordinator, MohsinWahlai.was the organization,.of the
 

'farmers. He had to win their:confidence and obtain an
 

agreement forming the basisfor proceeding with,the
 

project. The farmers were somewhat reluctant to sign a
 

'written agreement; consequently, agreementswith the
 

farmers were oral insteadof written. However, it was
 

felt that the farmers should have a spokesman to make
 

agreements and speed the implementation process.
 

The extension staff originally approached the farmers
 

through the field assistant that works on the watercourse.
 

He announced in the village that Mohsin Wahla wished to
 

speak to the farmers. On the given date Mohsin Wahla
 

spoke to 17 shareholders. While this was less than the
 

35 actual shareholders, these 17 represented the decision

making power of the watercourse. After listening to
 

Mr. Wahla's watercourse improvement scheme, all the
 

farmers but two were excited about the opportunity.
 

Mr. Saleem Shaw expressed doubt about the magnitude of
 

losses on the watercourse, but by considering the time
 

differential between irrigating an acre close to the head
 

-and near the tail he was persuaded. j4alik Khan Moh'd
 

also was not convinced, and it was felt that his support
 

was crucial. Mr. Wahla solved this~problem;by,:selecting
 

him for the first member of the watercourse-committee and
 

http:organization,.of
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by lettina him make recommendations for theother members.
 

Evenituslly 'a -four-man, committee twas unanimously selected.
 

Any-'other members that wished to join or servewere
 

.:requested, but the selection was complete because-,there were 

two members each from the two major Biradari's (brotherhoods). 

At a second meeting the responsibilities of the
 

iwatercourselcommittee'and tentative plans were presented
 

to the farmers.- The duties were the following:
 

1., Decide all the matters:which are in the interest
 
of the watercourse (WC) improvement.
 

(a) Selection of the branch to be improved first.
 

(b) Installation of nakkas - culverts- buffalo
 
baths, etc.
 

(c)Responsible to collect and control the labor.
 

d) Report of any instances of misbehavior to
 
Mr. Wahla.
 

(e)Responsible for farmers working all day
 
long and not leaving the WC without
 
permission.
 

2. 	 Select the date to start the program.
 
A 

3. Select a Khal numbardar (watercourse leader) to
 
distribute the shares of work at the rate of
 
6 to 12 sticks (1 stick = 5 ft) per day per
 
2 squares (25 acres --one square) of land
 
owned. The total rate varies depending upon the
 
degree of difficulty of work on that section
 
of the watercourse.
 

4. 	 Decide where to direct the water which would
 

ordinarilyflow in-the branch being improved.
 

The committee also played a vital role in setting an
 

example for the other"farmers. AsW-long as the;committee
 

Siembers came early.and'stayed late, the.farmerswere
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also willin4gto work exitra long hours. 
However, if the
 
coittee'members took off early, the farmers also were
 

inclined to work a short day.
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WATERCOURSE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
 

A,. - -Improvemnts and Reasons for Their Seletion' 

, General Program and Layout of the -Watercourse 'Serving
 
Tubewell 56L
 

The general program for this pilot watercourse was
 

essentially that proposed by Kemper, Clyma and Ashraf
 

(1975) with additional features added as farmers convinced
 

the technical personnel that they were essential. A
 

map showing the watercourse command area and the water

courses within that command area is shown in Figure 1.
 

The dashed lines indicate parallel sub-branch watercourses
 

which were built immediately adjacent to the branches
 

indicated. Figure 3 shows the main channel and the main
 

branches which were to be improved because they are the
 

authorized channels along which there is a right-of-way
 

allowing borrowing of soil to improve the channel. The
 

letters along these sections indicate the designations
 

given to these branches and are in order of the irrigation
 

turns assigned in the waribundi (irrigation) schedule.
 

2. Concrete Check, Division and Outlet Structures
 

At most of the major junctions, and many of the
 

minor junctions, the weekly borrowing of soil adjacent
 

to the watercourses to divert from one channel to another
 

had resulted in deep and extensive borrow pits which were
 

commonly full of water. The tendency of the farmers to
 

take the soil from as close to the dam as possible also
 

results in narrowing the banks of the watercourse near
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Figure 3. 	Main Channel and Main Branches (authorized)
 
which Were Improved. (Letters A through G
 
designate branches discussed in text. Heavy
 
lines indicate watercourse channels.)
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these junctions so that they become a major source of
 

leakage. In one study (Kemper and Akram, 1975) it was
 

found that 40 percent of the lose from the watercourse
 

occurred within 30 feet of these junctions. A couple of
 

these junctions are shown prior to improvement in
 

Figures 4A and 5A. These same junctions are shown in
 

Figures 4B and 5B following the filling of the borrow
 

pits and the installation of the concrete structures
 

(which eliminate the need for weekly borrowing of soils).
 

3. 	 Elimination of Sub-branches Parallel to Main Channels
 

There were about 8,000 feet of sub-branchbs which were
 

parallel and adjacent to the branches of this watercourse.
 

These parallel sub-branches were designed to reduce the
 

number of nakkas taking off from the main branches by
 

irrigation department officials who recognized that a
 

large portion of the loss from the watercourse occurred
 

at these junctions in the watercourse. However, as shown
 

in Figure 6, the farmers commonly trim the bank between the
 

branch and the parallel sub-branch until it is less than
 

a foot thick. Our measurements indicate that this
 

trimming resulted in an average of almost 0.10 cusecs
 

more loss from the watercourse per 1000 feet in sections
 

of the watercourse where these parallel sub-branches had
 

been built. In general, the installation of two additional
 

outlets can eliminate the need for these parallel sub

branches which are commonly 900 feet long. Thus, if these
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Figure 4A. Typical section of Tubewell #56
 
Watercourse prior to improvement.
 

Figure 4B. 	 Same section as shown in Figure 6 where the 
banks and channel were built by farmers to 
the designed size. 
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Figure 5A. Degraded junction prior to improvement.
 

Figure 5B. After construction of a watering and bathing
station at this same point. 
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Figure 6A. Parallel main and branch watercourse separated
 
by trimmed bank.
 

Figure 6B. Leakage through trimmed bank to the branch
 
when water was in main watercourse.
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outlets have closures which leak less than .045 cusecs of
 

water on an average, there will be a net gain in water
 

delivery efficiency through the main channel if the parallel
 

sub-branches are eliminated. Data collected by Trout and
 

Akram (1975) indicate that the concrete panel nakkas,
 

even when not properly sealed, leak less than this amount
 

of water; consequently, the para.lel sub-branches were
 

eliminated and the additional outlets installed.
 

In addition to increasing the delivery efficiency of
 

the main channel, elimination of these sub-branches has
 

additional benefits for the farmer who was served by these
 

channels. Most of these channels have considerable dead
 

storage spacs which must be filled each week. On the
 

particular branch on which this was actually measured, it
 

was found to be 2000 cubic feet in a 900-foot section.
 

Subsequent observations indicated that this dead storage
 

space on this sub-branch was more than the average, but
 

even if the average was only 1000 cubic feet, filling the
 

sub-branch 44 times a year would result in wastage of
 

about one acre foot of water per year. Assuming this water
 

has a value equal to the cost of SCARP tubewell pumped
 

water delivered at the field of about Rs. 1001 per
 

acre foot, a 100 rupee per year savings to the served
 

farmers can be attributed to the elimination of this dead
 

storage loss.
 

10 Rs equals approximately 1 UoS.,dollar.
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These parallel sub-branches also take a strip of land
 

-about 8 feet wide and.900 feet long out of cultivation.
 

Land in this area is leasing at a rate of about Rs. 300
 

per cropping season,,or Rs. 600 per year. When the
 

farmer levels the parallel sub-branch and puts this land
 

,into cultivation, he gains approximately Rs. 100 per year
 

in terms of increased farming areas.
 

P In spite of the benefits, not every farmer was eager
 

to do away with parallel sub-branches because some farmers
 

had been using these branches as a water collector to take
 

water from the main channel through the leaks to,their
 

fields each week when the water was turned into that
 

,branch. Shaving the banks to only a few ii.ches thickness
 

is often a deliberate attempt to increase this illegal
 

water supply.. However, most,of the other farmers
 

recognized this thievery as detrimental to the group as a
 

whole, and they did not object to elimination .of the
 

parallel sub-branches.
 

4. 	 Lowering the Head of this Watercourse to Allow in the
 
Authorized Canal Supply
 

When the tubewell was turned on in this watercourse,
 

the water level rose so high that less than half of the
 

water authorized from the canal to this watercourse
 

actually entered through the mogha (which was an open
 

,flume type of water diversion structure). The effect of
 

the height of the water in the watercourse on the amount
 

of water coming.,through the mogba was determined by
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a" flume betveen -the' ogha'and the junction wherepiacing 

the tubevell 'and*canal waters came together when-the tube-

Then the tubewell was turned on'well'was turned off. 


and the water level in the watercourse began to rise.
 

rate of flow to the flume was measured and plotted
The 

against the difference in elevation between the water in
 

the distributary and water in the watercourse above the
 

flume. These data showed that if the water in the
 

watercourse were at least three inches lower than the
 

water in the distributary, there was no appreciable
 

'reduction in the flow of water through the mogha. In
 

other words, a condition of free flow was achieved which
 

would bring in the amount of water authorized to this
 

watercourse. However, recognizing that there will be
 

times when the watercourse needs some cleaning and may
 

not be in design condition, it was decided to lower the
 

Sdesigned fully supply level of water at'the head of the
 

watercourse to 6 inches rather than just 3 inches below
 

This required an
the-distributary-full-supply level-. 


overall deepening and in many sections a widening of the
 

watercourse to reduce the friction losses and allow a
 

smaller grade.
 

5. 	 Elevation and "Freeboard" Required to Deliver Water
 
to All Fields
 

The elevation of the full supply was designed to meet
 

the following criteria:
 

(a) Just below the moghafwas -t6 be 0.5 feit below
 
the full supply level in the distributary.
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(b) 	At the outlets into the fields the full-supply
 
level was to be 0.5 feet above the level of
 
the fields.
 

(c) 	The full supply level in the improved branches
 
was to be sufficiently high to allow a head loss
 
of at least 0.3 feet per 1000 feet of the
 
farmers sub-branch leading to the fields.
 

It was not always possible to meet all of these
 

criteria. For instance, there are about 25 acres of land
 

near the mogha where the soil surface elevation is only
 

about one-half foot below the elevation of the water in
 

the distributary. To get water onto this land there is
 

no practical alternative other than to let the water rise
 

in the watercourse until it runs out onto the land--at
 

which point the mogha flow is somewhat reduced. This
 

need for raising water in the watercourse to an exceptionally
 

high level for these fields resulted in a design which
 

required an extra 6 inches of free board at the top end of
 

the watercourse. In general the designed free board was
 

0.5 feet in the branches, 0.67 feet in the main channel
 

except for the top 1,110 feet of the channel where free
 

board of one foot was designed to take care of the afore

mentioned problem.
 

6. 	 Design and Roughness Coefficient
 

The cross section and slope of the watercourse were
 

designed by the Assistant Agricultural Engineers at Mona
 

using CSU's "Aids for Watercourse Design and Improvement"
 

in accord with Manning's equation, assuming a roughness
 

coefficient of 0.04. Use of this 0.04 value was based
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pati" l'dn cetpt~depradtid',a'nd partly ofi measurements 

of thit coefficient-in newly built'or newly-cleaned 

channls 'of '.'03S and measurement '(i e ' Trout and Akram, 

1975)'which how-that-'this coefficienf rises-rapidly as 

vegetation begins to grow in the watercourse. Top width 

of the banks was set-to be at least 1.5 feet, and because 

the inside and outside slopes were designed at one to one, 

the minimum width-of'the banks at the full supply level 

was at least 2.5 feet. In those stretches where the 

free board was one foot, the minimum width of the banks 

was at least 3.5 feet at the full supply level. Main

taining these banks-at these widths is important because 

the probability of insect or rodent holes penetrating 

completely through the banks is greatly reduced when 

these banks are thicker. 

7. 	 Sediment Removal and Use
 

In several portions of this watercourse which were
 

rather flat, sediment was deposited in the watercourse.
 

Its removal during cleaning operations extended the banks
 

onto the farmers' land requiring that they either lose the
 

use of' that land, or that they spread this sediment over
 

the land surface and relevel their-land. This was extreme 

in'the first 1,000'feet of the watercourse; in-this section 

the total width occupied by the watercourse and the 

extended banks was as-great as 35 feet. One exception 

to this was in the section immediately below the mogha 

which is adjacent to a paved road. The farmers reported 
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that it was common practice forpersons needing soil for
 

making local bricks, improving the texture in their
 

-,vegetable gardens or other purposes, to come to this
 

section and haul the sediment away. When asked whether
 

they thought the sediment would all be hauled away from
 

this section if we built a sediment trap here to take
 

out most of the sediment, the farmers replied in the
 

affirmative and were obviously enthused about this
 

-possibility. Consequently, a sediment trap section was
 

designed and constructed in the first 150 feet of the
 

watercourse. The watercourse was excavated to a depth
 

of one foot below the bed of the cement mixing structure,
 

and the bottom width was at least six feet. This gave an
 

initial flow section at least three feet by six feet, or
 

eighteen square feet. At a flow of 3 cusecs the average
 

velocity will be 0.17 feet per second. In the rest of
 

the watercourse the velocity was designed to be at least
 

0.5 feet per second; and consequently, most of the sedi

ment which settles in the watercourse will be deposited
 

.in this sediment trap. A rough estimate of the amount
 

of sediment'-accumulated along this watercourse and
 

number of years it had been,in use indicate that from
 

5,000to 7,000 cubic feet of sediment have been.settling
 

o in1,tliis watercourse per year. Since the trap has a maximum
 

.,apacity ofabout 900 cubic feet, it will haveto be
 

cleaned out from seven to ten times per year. ,During
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the monsoon season when the sediment load in the canals 

'high, it may even require weekly cleaning.is 
Since there was still some question as to whether)
 

the amount of sediment taken out at the sediment trap
 

would be utilized by the normal users, the possibilities
 

of using this sediment to make low cost soil cement bricks
 

was investigated. The normal reconnendation for the
 

proper soil for making these bricks is to have a soil
 

which has approximately equal amounts of sand, silt and
 

The sediment cleaned from the watercourses is
clay. 


However, experiments
primarily silt and fine sand. 


indicated that the bricks made of the sediment were
 

appreciably stronger than those formed from the soil
 

Because the sediment also is
(Kemper and Akram, 1976). 


easier to prepare, sieve and mix than soil with
 

appreciable clay content, there is considerable labor
 

savings if sediment is used rather than soil. The cost
 

of the cement used in these bricks is 3bout 1/3 the cost
 

of an equivalent volume of regular fired brick. The
 

strength of the sediment blocks'(even when wet) is within
 

the range required for construction purposes. Because
 

there is a need for low cost construction materials in
 

-these'rural villages, the manufacture of soil cement bricks
 

from sediment extracted 'from sediment traps appear to be
 

a feasible means of beneficially disposing of that
 

'sediment.
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8. Control and Measurement of Water with Minimal Head Loss
 

To avoid the borrowing and accompanying degradation of
 

the watercourse involved in the construction of earthen dams,
 

improved control structures were planned throughout the
 

improved section. Since the watercourse was fairly flat
 

over most of its sections, and there is always some head
 

loss at the check structures, it was decided to space these
 

as far apart as possible. Of course, each farmer would
 

like to have the check structure immediately following his
 

outlet from the watercourse so that he does not have to
 

fill an extra section of the watercourse leading to a check
 

structure which is placed further downstream. To avoid
 

this objection a general agreement was reached with the
 

farmers that when the improvement of the watercourse
 

caused a farmer to fill extra sections of the watercourse
 

that the irrigation schedule (waribundi) would be modified
 

and that this farmer would be given time from the time of
 

the farmer who no longer had to fill that portion of the
 

watercourse.
 

In some sections of the watercourse it was essential
 

to maintain all the head possible to reach certain high
 

fields. The 20-inch diameter orifice turnouts (nakkas)
 

are about as large as they can be made and still be opened
 

by a "small" farmer when water pressure difference of a
 

foot or more is pushing them against the seat. Consequently,
 

it was not feasible to make larger orifices. However,
 
sc1 ead l i i qth 

since the head loss is proportional to the square of the 
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amount of ,ater flowing through an orifice, thie installation
 

of two of these orifices side-by-side allows a reduction of
 

This was done at
the heal loss to of its former value. 


several sections to reduce the head loss from 0.12 feet at
 

0 3 feet at the check structure.
the check structure to 


There are undoubtedly better check structure arrangements
 

that can be designed. However, a double orifice does offer
 

the alternative of leaving one of the orifices closed and
 

being able to measure the appreciable head loss at the
 

remainiig orifice with a differential manometer, and
 

estimating the flow at that point from the head loss which
 

is measured. This eliminates the necessity of installing
 

flumes in the watercourse to measure such flow. The
 

temporary installation of such flumes is often an appreciable
 

factor in degradation of watercourses where measurements
 

are being taken. When these measurements do not need to
 

be made, the other orifice can be opened and the head loss
 

reduced to h'of that value.
 

9. 	 Culverts
 

Observation of the original watercourse indicated
 

that 	a large part of the degradation was due to ani als 

and equipment crossing the watercourse to reach isolated
 

fields. It was obvious that this degradation 'would

continue unless culverts or bridges were installed which
 

would allow crossing without damage to the watercourse. 

An analysis of the cost of purchase of materials and 

installation indicated that concrete pipe which presently 
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xcosts.about the sameonumber~of rupees per lineal foot as
 

its~diameterin inches (that,4s a 20" diameter pipe will
 

cost.about-Rs..20 per linear foot today in Pakistan) is the
 

-least expensive method-for building such passageways.
 

However, these culverts also have a head loss approximately
 

,iequal to the head loss through an orifice of the same
 

diameter and must be taken into consideration in the design
 

of the watercourse. It was noted in the process of
 

construction of rip rap entrances to and exits from these
 

culverts and orifice structures that when the entrances
 

and exits were funneled rather than having abrupt changes
 

from the full watercourse cross section to the much smaller
 

orifice or culvert cross section, the head losses were
 

.-appreciably reduced. This has been noted previously in 

hydraulics literature; we are currently making measurements 

to determine whether this reduction in head loss is 

sufficiently great to warrant the extra cost involved in 

creatingsuch funneled approaches and exits. 

,10. Erosion Control 

-.1 Over ,the years the accumulation of sediment.,in the 

upper isections of the watercourse and its deposition on 

the banks has resulted in the banks being composed 

,,primarily of.silt and fine sand. The permeability of this
 

material is not excessively great, but it is highly erodible.
 

Wherever there is appreciable head loss at a structure the
 

turbulence, particularly behind the structure, causes
 

appreciable erosion for a distance of five to seven feet.
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In branch watercourses where the water runs only about one
 

day a week, this erosion can be prevented economically by
 

sodding the banks in the section to about seven feet below 

the structure. However, in the main watercot. i where the 

water is running for six or seven days a week, grass will 

not survive and other forms of erosion protection such as
 

brick-bat rip rap are necessary for about the same distance.
 

11. 	 Animal Watering and Bathing Stations
 

The farmers were insistent that there be locations on
 

the watercourse where buffalo could be watered and bathed.
 

It was apparent that there were at least 50 points along
 

the watercourse where major degradation had taken place
 

as a result of these animal activities. The farmers
 

proposed that if we would build four centralized bathing
 

and watering stations (buffalo baths), they could ,convince
 

the farmers to take their animals to the buffalo baths and
 

prevent the general degradation of the watercourse which
 

would otherwise occur. Consequently, buffalo baths of the
 

types indicated in Figures 5B and 7 were constructed. In
 

general these consisted of 9-inch thick walls around the
 

periphery of the bath, with two ramps allowing access for
 

the buffalo into the baths.
 

11. 	The Need for Farmers to Continue the Improvement
 
thrcugh Their Sub-Branches to the Field
 

At first it was assumed that if the operating level
 

of the water in the old sub-branches at the junctions with
 

the main branches could be provided with 0.5 feet of free
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Figdre 7. Round buffalo bath before final exdavation. 
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board, water could be satisfactorily carried to all the
 

fields. These preliminary criteria were used partially
 

because the topographic survey had not been completed.
 

However, further considerations and some observations
 

indicated that the flow in the main branches is increased
 

significantly by the improvement; consequently, more head
 

is required to push this increased flow through the
 

sub-branches to the fields.
 

The degree to which these sub-branches are to be
 

cleaned and enlarged becomes a factor in the design of
 

the main channel and major branches. Even when a more
 

objective criteria of 0.3 feet of head loss per 1,000 feet
 

is accepted and built into the design, there are few of
 

the farmers' sub-branches which have sufficient cross 

section or are sufficiently clean to carry the increased 

supply of water. The farmers have two acceptable alterna

tive&: (1) split their water and-use two sub-branches to 

carry the larger water supply; or (2)enlarge their sub

branches and keep them sufficiently clean to deliver the 

water to the fields without causing overtopping of their 

own sub-branch banks or back-up of water into the main 

branch causing overtopping there. The farmers of this 

watercourse elected to increase the size of their water

courses because they had experienced the larger water
 

supply, were impressed with how fast the water could be
 

pushed across the fields to give them "mo~e uniform
 

opportunity for intake time," and were willing to give up
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the,land for enlarged watercourses rather than lose the
 

advantage of working with a larger stream of water.
 

B. Schedule. Inputs and Costs,.
 

The original timetable called for farmers to improve
 

approximately 30,000 feet in two months. The farmers were
 

able to complete 30,000 feet in 48 days or an average of
 

625 feet per day. Allowing time for touch-up and
 

finishing work they were under the original schedule by
 

4-5 days. The farmers provided a total of over 8,800
 

hours labor with a maximum 271 hours/day from 43 men.
 

Including hired laborers and skilled masons the total pro

gram required over 13,000 hours of labor. The bulk of
 

the physical construction work was finished in 60, days after
 

the project began, but the installation of improved sections
 

and cement nakkas, culverts and buffalo baths took another
 

"40 days to,complete. The.;buffalo baths required an average
 

of over 100 hours each of,masons' time -,partly because
 

each was an 'experimental installation and many details
 

had to be worked out at site..
 

Table 12. Labor Units and Costs.
 

Category No. of Hours Rs/unit Total (Ra)
 
Volunteer farm laborl 8803 1 R1/Hr 8803 
WAPDA beldars 2572 1 RB/Hr 2572
 

Skilled masons 1679 12.6 Rs/day 3526
 
Tractor Operator 148 1.5 Rs/Hr 222
 
Agricultural Engineers 780 6.5 Rs/Hr 5070
 
Supervisors2 2587 x 20% 10 Rs/Hr 5174
 

x 80% 3 R/Hr 6208
 
1Opportunity cost charged for farm labor.
 
2The supervisory hours are broken out into Mohsin Wahla's time and
 

rest of his field staffs' time. Much of the latter can be eliminated
 
for the next project.
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iediu es were
In addition to labor costs, the main 

f6r control structures, buffalo bahs and li d-c'l 

sections. The understanding on the watercourse was that 

the capital lnp"ut s"would be provAed free if the farmers 

1!W1,ied the I bor ajd'failitied"to move, store,, and install
 

Arkaeials. Taie13'detailsthecapital and tractor inputs
 

required for 'the program.
 

Table 13. Capital Costs.
 

Category . No. of Units. Unit Costs. 
(Rs/Unit) 

Total 
(Re.). 

Tractor Hours' -100 hours - 39.5 Rs/Hr 3950 

Cement 176 bags 22 Rs/bag 3850 
Nakkas - 95 -- 50 Rs. 4750 

Sand 816 cft. 180 Rs/truck 1170 
Aggregate 
Bricks 

,125 
61,000 

oft. .325 Res/truck 
230 Rs/1000 

325 
14030 

Rs 28075 

Elimnating some of the miitakes and the lined buffalo 

baths Ould redUce th'ecapital cost'by perhaps as much as 

'Even so' an"improved earthen -watercourse wouldis 1 5 ,0 0 0 . 

acrecost bWh faime'rasabout Rs. -22,4in: o'apital inputs.per 

served or about Rs 0.67 'in capital"inputs per foot of 

improved watercourse. The total costs for the project was 

Rm.'59,650'or about Rs. 2 per foot of improved watercourse. 

kith more practice and'experience'-it Is-likeiy".hat the 

cot f such'a project can be reduced to less than 
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BENEF ITS, TQ ;FARMERS_ 

Increased Water Supply-


An important criteria in evaluatingwatercurpl3 

uxenovation is-the,measurement,of water conveyance los.1 

several procedures for loss measurementsare feasible,
 

the most convenient is the inflow-outflow method using
 

-Cutthroat flumes. .Here,.-two or more flumes are installed
 

,in the channel separated by a distance of 1,000 feet or
 

,"more; this minimum distance as specified to assure measurable
 

loss. tThe loss is equal to,.the discharge difference between
 

,-successive flumes., Such losses can be expressed in,
 

-several ways; i.e.,delivery efficiency, cusecs lost,, cusecs
 

lost perfeet2 of wetted perimeter, cusecs loss per,
 

-1'000;feet-of channel and~percent loss per 1,000 feet of
 

channel.. The-latterexpresses the loss in cusecs per
 

cusec.ofinitial flow, perl,000 feet and recognizes the
 

.dependence of loss:on both flow rate and distance.
 

Measurements of-water losses taken before improvement
 

-:Jprovideithe;.justification for watercourse renovation.
 

LMeasurements taken.after improvement (compared to those
 

..taken before) determine the benefits to thefarmer in terms
 

of increasedwaterdellveryto his-fields.
 

'l. .Methodsof Analysis
 

oIn,analyzingithe "before" and "after! losses, attempts
 

:were-madeito compare-measurements of the same initial flow
 

AWhile' 


Loss as used herein includes both seepage and wastage.
 
: I.0,1 
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rate over identical; distances through all parts of the
 

In most instances such identicalr comparisons
watercourse. 


wrenot'possible.
 

second and most used comparative approach-was
7"'The 


'developingpredictive equations'describing the."before" 

aid "after" flow rates, or loss rates as function of' 

distance or initial flow rate. Attempts were ,then made
 

to solve these flow rate or loss rate distance equations
 

for a particular distance and make the appropriate loss
 

cases where there existed, for a particular
comparisons. In 


distance, sufficient loss measurements of varying,initial
 

flow'rates the derived loss-initial flow rate equations
 

were solved for a common initial flow rate and .loss
 

comparisons made. These equations were derived using
 

regression techniques. Where data were insufficient for
 

equation derivation, comparisons were made on the basis
 

of percent 10is/l,000 feet and delivery'efficiencies.
 

2. 	 Water Losses Prior to Improvement
 

The "before" loss measurements areshown:in,Table 14.
 

These data were acquired' over a limited range of.initial 

flow rates. The authorized mogha flow is:2.75 cusecs, but 

actual flow from the' canal was'generallyf:lessidue to backing 

up of water in the watercourse- measurements but one
-:All 


were made under 'tubewell supplemented conditions. Variation 

inl he iniitial -flow rates resulted from variations: in the 

distributary operational level and variations in the 

fraction of tubewell water directid t an'adjacent 

watercourse. 



Table 14. Watercourse Losses for TW 56 Before Improvements.
 

No. Date Initial Final Loss Distance Loss Mloss Ed 
(cusecs) (ft) (cusec/1000) 1000 ft % 

1 19 Nov. 75 4.40 3.90 0.5 3,640 0.14 3.12 89 

2 20 Nov. 75 4.80 4.20 0.6 3,860 0.16 3.24 88 

Main + A 

3 18 Nov. 75 4.60 2.45 2.15 2,440 0.88 19.16 52 
4 18 Nov. 75 4.60 3.19 1.41 2,080 0.68 14.74 69 
5 18 Nov. 75 4.60 - 2.50 2.10 4,270 0.49 10.'69 54 

Main + C 

6 15"Nov. 75 448 2.24 2.24 9,340 0.24 5.35 50 
7 - 15 Nov. 75 4.48 1.40 3.08 9,840 0.31 6.99 31 

- Branch C 

8 20 Nov. 75 4.20 2.70 1.5 5,400 0.27 6.52 64
 
9 20 Nov. 75 
 4.20 2.97 1.23 3,680 0.33- 7.96 71
 

10 19 Nov. 75 3.40 2.20 1.20 2,580 0.47 13.68 65
 
ii 19 Nov. 75 3.40 2.60 0.80 1,340 0.80 17.56 75
 
12 20 Nov. 75 4.20 1.75 2.45 6,290 0.39 9.27 42
 

Main + G 

13 17 Nov. 75 1.83 0.64 1.24 11,300 0.11 5.84 34
 

ainx + C + D + E-+ P. 
-:14 15 Nov. 75 4.48 1.31 3.17' 9,140 0.35 7.74 '29
 
-15 15 Nov. 75 
 4.48. 2.65 1.83- 9,140 0.20- 4.47 -59 
16 15 Nov. 75 4.48 2.65 i.83 9,340 0.20 4.37 '59 
17 15 Nov. 75 4.48 2.30 2.18 9,840 0.22 4.95 51 
18 15 Nov. 75 4.48 0.90 3.58 10,340 0.35 7.73 20 
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From the data of Table 14 the main channel was
 

obviously an efficient water conveyor. Delivery
 

efficiencies were 88-89 percent; and losses/l,000 feet were
 

'3.12 percent to 3.24 percent. Although the initial flow
 

rates were moderately high (4.4 and 4.8 cuseps) the delivery
 

efficiencies and percent loss/l,000 feet were respectively
 

the highest and lowest of all "before" measurements.
 

The excellent performance of this main channel was
 

probably due to the almost continuous flow of water which
 

kept the channel both saturated and sealed. Rodents and
 

insects do not deliberately dig holes into saturated soil
 

or'into a fuil'watercourse.' However, when water is not in
 

a branch for several days the banks desaturate, burrowing
 

conditions become ideal and many holes appear on inside
 

faces of the banks.
 

When approximately the same initial flow, 4.60 cusecs,
 

was diverted.to Branch A?'(which'connects with the main
 

channel, 1,100 feet below the mogha) delivery efficiencies
 

decreased 20 to 36 percent and percent loss/l,000;feet
 

-increased 7 to 15.5 percent even though two of the Main + A
 

measurements were made over much shorter distances. This
 

again exemplifies the possible difference between'.relatively
 

continuous flow 'anr transient flow channels. With the
 

latter the alternate wetting and drying is more conducive
 

to establishment of plant, insect, and rodent populations
 

which result in a more porous bank. The drying during
 

http:diverted.to
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the non-flow peri6ds also promotes seepage loss by.the
 

-shrinking and cracking of silt films and wet soils that
 

may have ,been,used to block unimproved nakkas, dams, and
 

'so forth. 

Farmers at the tails of the watercourse receive much
 

less than their full allotment due to conveyance losses.
 

,At the end of Branch F, a distance of 10,000 feet from the
 

mogha, only an average of 44 percent of an initial 4.88 cusec
 

flow was delivered. At the end of Branch, (No. 2+12, 6,7.
 

Table 14) only 39 percent of about 4.6 cusecs initial flow
 

reached.about 10,000 feet distance. Similarly at-the
 

end of Branch G, for a mogha dischargerof 1.88 cusecs and
 

a distance of 11,300 feet only 34 percent of the water
 

was delivered. These -low delivery-efficiencies were the
 

primary justification for watercourse renovation.
 

One general observation from thei"before" data of
 

Table 14 is that for a particular.initial'flow rate,
 

"delivery-efficiencies decrease while loss and percent
 

loss/l,000 feet increases'going from the-main channel
 

lout'through the various branches. -The,"before",data are not
 

"sufficiently extensive to establish exact relations between
 

distance or flow rate and.-loss,, or percent,loss/1,000 feet. 

However, from the Main through most branches, it implies a 

general relationship of the form Y - a e bx where b is 

positive or negative according to the dependent variable.
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'3 . ;-,Waier,,LsssFollowinq. Inprovemets. 

-After completionl of,watercourse-)rehabilitation,
 

conveyance louses 'were,measured to determine the improvement
 

These losses were measured
in water delivery (Table 15). 


,under a-greater 'range,of mogha discharge rates because of 

greater,variations,.in distributary,operating:levels. In 

addition, measurements, were made with the tubewell both on 

and off. - .-- .I. , 1 , 

To determine easily.the decrease.in water loss due to
 

.improVements, "before" and."afterl',comparisons should be
 

made at the, same mogha discharge.rates and over the same
 

dJstance. As.,shown.by Kemper et al. (1975a), the greatest
 

loss-is through,the upper bank-portion;, these sections are
 

more porous because-of greater plant,-insect, and ,rodent
 

populationd. Obviously, for a given .channel cross section
 

the greater the-initial..:flow rate, the greater the water
 

'depth, and thus-the'greater the rate .of loss...

-.. Figure,8 shows the.."after"relationship between
 

loss .(ousecs) at a distance,i,3,980 feet in the main channel 

and"dischargeat theupper flume.' The best fitting 

equation to-the.datapoints of.Table-15, (measurements #2, 

,3''.4,..5,'7, 8,.9,,-10,,and.ll) is:., , 
]""' " ' ' ' 6 "" 0'. 852Q

- 0.00946 e Loss (cusec) 


Where Q- mogha flow in cusecs
 
( 24- - 1 . .:1; * 

r - 0.9674 (1) 

° 59 °< 
I Loss/l,000 ft - 0.182 e
 

r 2 - 0.9380 (2) 

http:8,.9,,-10,,and.ll
http:As.,shown.by
http:decrease.in
http:variations,.in


2 	 6Loss =0.0094i e	 '%LoSS/000ft=0.82 

r2 =09674 	 r =0.9380 

5 

0 
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-Figure S. Curves Depicting the "_After" Relationship between Loss (cusecs) and Initial 
• 	 Flow Rate and Percent Loss/l,000 Feet and Initial Flow Rate for a Distance 

of 3980 in the Main Channel. 
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Equation (2) is also plotted in Figure 8. One point 

7.69 percent (#2, Table 15) was beyond the upper limit of 

the graph. 

The "aftertmeasureme n t taken on March 27, 19)76 

(No. 11, Table 15) is the most logical single choice:for 

)main channel improvement evaluation. Both-the flow rate 

"and distance approximate the "before" measurements 

(No. 2, Table 14)-made on November 20, 1975. The delivery
 

efficiency, 84.5 percent and the percent loss/l,000 feet,
 

3.89 percent, differ little from the "before" value. For
 

initial flow rates up to 4.80 cusecs renovation did not
 

"improve water conveyance in the main channel. However,
 

the overtopping before,renovation, caused by occasional
 

high flows, was eliminated by the-improvement which
 

included 1.0 feet--of°.free board in this section.
 

(a) Main Channel and Branch A 

-For the Main channel plus Branch A there is no
 

direct comparison of "before" and "after" measurement
 

because both initial flow rates and measurement distances
 

,differ greatly. Nevertheless, even with greater initial
 

flow rates, after renovation less wnter was lost over
 

+-greater conveyance- distances.. According to -Figure +8, 

losses for a particular distance should increase with
 

greater initial flow rates. For an average "after" flow 

rate of 1.10 cusecs (Non. 12 and 13, Table 15) the average
 

loss over 3f(300' feet was 1.12 cusecs, the delivery
 

efficiency *as 81.6 percent and percent loss/l,000 feet
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*was 5.56 percent. Compare this with the "before" weighted 

average (average of.Nos. 3, 4, and 5, Table 14) measurement 

where the initial flow rate was of 4.60 cusecs. The 

weighted-average loss was 1.95 cusecs at a weighted average
 

distance of 3,030 feet; delivery efficiency was 57.6 per

cent loss/l,000 feet was 14.7 percent.
 

From the limited data taken before improvement there
 

is some indication that the decrease in flow rate with
 

distance (i.e., the loss rate),is roughly proportional to
 

the flow rate: 

KQ (3) 

Fitting this linear relation to the above weighted data
 

the following equation can be computed for the flow prior
 

,. to improvement: 

Q M 4.60 e-0 .000 182 (D) 

Where Q - flow rate in-cusecs' (4) 

D.-Distance in feet 

When solved for a distance of 3;300 feet, the approximate
 

"before" rate should.be 2.52 cusecs resulting in a 2.08
 

*cusec loss. Thus, .comparing the extrapolated "before" 

loss at 3,300 feet with the "after" measured loss at 

-3,3C0 ,feet, the minimum improvement in conveyance from Main 

through Branch A could have been percent improvement1 = 

(1-1.2/2.08) 100 - 46 percent. Minimum is here emphasized, 

1percent improvement is the percent by ,which the loss
 
decreased after watercourse improvemaTt.
 

http:1-1.2/2.08
http:should.be
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kInce from the trend shown in Figure 8, had the "after"
 

flow rate been only 4.6 (the same as the "before" rate)
 

instead of 6.10 cusecs, the expected loss woula have been
 

less than 1.12 cusecs. Consequently, 46 percent must be
 

considered as a conservative estimate of the decrease in
 

water loss. The correctness of the above answer depends on
 

the validity of the linearity assumption in Equation (3).
 

General observations of data presented in this paper
 

supports this assumption.
 

(b) Main Channel + Branch C
 

"Before" and "after" measurements on Main plus Branch C
 

are also not directly comparable since their flow rates and
 

loss distances also differed greatly. Therefore, a loss
 

equation was derived for the "before" condition on the
 

Main + Branch C. Using regression techniques on measurement
 

No.'s 1, 2, 6, 7, 2 + 9, and 2 + 12 (Table 14) the following
 

loss equation ias derived:
 

- 0.2036 e0 .000270 (Distance in feet)Loss (cusecs) 

2
Where r - 0.984
 

In the above measurements flow rates varied from 4.4 to
 

4.8 cusecs with a mean of 4.65; these differences were 

ignored and considered part of the errors involved. 

Obviously, the equation overestimates loss in the vicinity 

of the upper flume but is reasonably correct at other 

distAnces. 
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rF bm atioh(5a). "before'loss of 2.64 cusecs was 

From Table 15,
caiailated for a distance of 9;480 feet. 


give cusecs"ifi~r" uieurements Nos. 17, 19, and 20 the 

lost over 9;480 feet for initial flow rates of 2.0, 6.15, 

and 5.85 cusecs. Again using regression techniques, the 

foiioing equation relating initial flow rate and iss at 

i diiince of 9,480 feet was derived: 

0 3i9Q
 - 0.290 e
Loss (cusecs) 

Where Q - flow rate in cusecs (6) 

r2 - 0;9998 

iitii6h (6)was solved for the loss at a flow rate of
 

4;65 cusecsi the mean of the "before" flow rates used in 

the derivation of Equation (5). The calculated "after" loss 

was 1;69 cusecs at 9;480 feet. Thus, by the use of these 

"before" and "after" loss equations the improvement in 

cdnveyance loss for 4;65 cusecs at 9,480 feet.was-he
 

I improvement ( 100 - 36;0% 

(6) Main Channel + Branches C, D, E, and F 

Again because of non-comparable flow rates and 

distances, water conveyance improvement could not be 

determined directly for Main + C + D + E + F Branches. A
 

loss equation was derived again for "before" measurement
 

&nd compared with the one "after" measurement. Using the
 

appropriate measurements (Nos.. 1, 2, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 
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bf"Table 14) and regression techniques 'thd-fldl6ring 

\loss-distance equation was derived:
 

0 0 2 5 7 Loss (cusecs) - 0.2074 e 0 -istance in ft) 

2
r - 0.9165 

In calculating Equation (7), all flow rates, which
 

varied from 4.4 to 4.8 cusecs, (mean 4.51) were considered
 

of the same value. The derived Equation (7) when solved
 

for a distance of 7,480 feet showed a 1.42 cusec loss.
 

The "after" measurement (No. 29, Table 15) was for a
 

7;480 feet distance. This site was along the channel for
 

,which' Equation (7)was established. Thus at 7;,480 feet
 

-from the mogha the loss "before" construction was 1.42 cusecs
 

'with an average initial flow rate of 4;51- cusecs; 
 The
 

1"aftdr" loss was 1.83 cusecs with an initial flow.rate of
 

6"13 cusecs; Because'of this initial flow rate difference,
 

2 itAis.diffifult to make a quantitative determination of
 

the-improvement due.to renovation. 
From the lbssflow rate 

trend of the main channel (Figure 8) for a particular 

distance a 6.13 cusecs flow should show greater loss than a
 

4.51 cusecs flow. Wad the "after" flow been 4.51 cusecs, 

init is certain the loss would be less than 1;83 cusecs and 

rpkobably less than -the 1.42 cusec "before" loss; 

Since the data cannot establish the exactr-conveyance 

sinproement at a 7,480 feet distance, the next-robt
 

meaningful comparison is percent loss/lOOOftv_.the !aftd"
 

loss was 3.99 percent/lO00 feet.
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ain Channel 

The improvement on the Main through Branch G was 

equally hard to establish. Again the "before" and "after" 

loss measurements differ greatly in their initial flow 

ad) + Branch G.,._jLT .:p 

rates and differ moderately in distances. In addition the 

"before" data were not sufficient to establish loss

distance relationship. On the basis of percent lose/ 

1,660 feet the "before" measurement showed 5.84 percent 

(No. 13, Table 14) for a 1.88 cusec initial flow and a 

11,300 feet distance; The "after" measurements
 

(Nos. 32"36, Table 15) averaged a 3.24 percent loss/
 

i060 feet for an average initial flow rate of 5.37 cusecs,
 

T1i 	aveie c~nveyance distande was 8i648 feet.
 

(W) 	Overiall improvement
 

The increase in supply and different lengths of
 

4iecoiirie considered do not allow strictiy valid one
 

0iiiinter comparisons. However, arithmetic averages,
 

with recognition of their deficiency, of the "before"
 

(N6i; 3;7, 2 + 9, 2 + 12, 1318, Table 14) and "after"
 

(kbi; 12 to 14, 16 to 20, 24 to 27, 29, 31 to 35, Table 15)
 

iie 	presented in Table 16 as an indication of the iufbve

iezit. The averages show the "before" delivery efficiedy
 

it 8,059 feet was 47.5 pekcent; the "after" deiiveby
 

efficiehcy at 7,300 feet was 70.7 percent;
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7 Table 15. AfterRenovationlWater ,Loss Measurements on 
• Tubewell 56. 

No. . Date nitial final Loss Distance (Us- , Loss Ed 
(c.usecs) (ft) 1000) 1000 ft % 

main 

1 2-4-76 2.55 2.25 0.25 2200 0.11 5.36 88.2 
2 2-15-76 6.20 4.30 1.90 3980 0.48 7.69 69.4 
3 
4 

* 2-19-76 
2-21-76 

2.92 
5.45 

3.80 
4.15 

0.12 
1.30 

3900 
3980 

0.03 
0.33 

1.03 
6.01 

95.9 
76.1 

5 2-23-76 5.30 4.50 0.80 3980 0.20 3.79 84.9 
6 2-26-76 2.60 2.55 0.05 1100 0.05 1.73 98.1 
7 3-8-76 5.85 4.85 1.00 3900 0.25 4.30 , 82.9 
a 3-10-76 5.30 4.28 1.02 3980 0.26 4.82 80.8 
9 3-22-76 2.05 2.00 0.05 3980 0.01 0.60 97.6 
10 3-24-76 5.00 4.50 0.50 3980 0.13 2.51 90.0 

'-11 3.27-76 4.85 4.10 0.75 ' 3980 0.19 3.89 84.5 

C iHM"N + A 

12 2-10-76 6.SO 5.37 1.13 3300 0.34 5.27 82.6 
13 . -24-76 5.70 4.60 1.10 3300 0.33 5.85 80.7 
14 _ 2r26-76 2.60 2.00 0.60 4400 0.14 5.25 76.9 

A 

15 -2-2-76 2.55 2.00 0.55 3300 0.17 5.25 76.9 

AI.N + C 

16 -2-4-76 2.97 1.95 1.02 6180 0.16 5.50 66.6 
17 3-5-76 2.00 1.84 0.62 9480 0.07 3.27 67.0 
18 2-20-76 5.73 4.95 0.78 6180 0.13 2.20 86.4 
19 3-4-76 6.15 3.19 2.96 9480 0.31 5.07 51.9 
20 3-8-76 5.85 3.15 2.70 9480 0.27 4.86 53.8 

C 
21 3-4"76 5.23 .3.19 2.04 5500 0.37 7.09 61.0 
22 3-6-76 .4.85 3.15 1.70 5500 0.31 6.37 64.9 

- 23 -3-18-76 4.76 4.09 0.66 5250 0.13 2.64 86.1 

NAIN + C + D 

24 J.2-13-76 6.65 . 4.35 2.30 8300 0.27 4.13 65.4 
25 2-20-76 5.73 4.10 1.63 6180 0.26 4.66 71.2 
26 2-26-76 475 3.20 1,55 6980 0.22 - 4.68 67.4 
27 2-27-76 4.85 . 4.00 0.85 7280 0.12 2.40 82.5 

UARCIH 0 

28 2-20-76 4.95 4.10 0.85 1100 0.77 15.6 82.8 

MAIN + C + -D 3 

29 3-6-76 6.13 4.30 1.83 7480 0.24 4.00 70.1 

30 ,-3.-76 ..4.30 3.25 1.05 -- -- -- 75.6 

MAIN + a 

31 -2-7&76 5.50 3.45 , 2.05 .9480 0.22 3.93 62.7 
32 *2-16-76 6.60 4.15 2.45 9480 0.26 3.91 62.9 
33 2-23-76 5.30 4.15 1.15 9480 0.12 2.29 78.3 
34 -3-19P76 473 4.22 0S1 5000 0.10 2416 89.2 
35 , 3-19-76 4.73 2.91 1.82 9600 0.19 3.92 61.5 

•UNCE G 

36 2-23-76 4.50 4.15 0.13 2200 0.16 3.55 92.2 
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Table 16. Average Supply to the Watercourse, Delivery to

V z ::' 	the Field, and Delivery Efficiency and after 

Improvement at TW 56. 

Supply to WC 
(cusecs) 

Delivery to 
Fields (seas) 

Ed% Avg. Flow 
Measurement 

Distance 

Before 4.36 2.07 47.5 8058 

After 5.14 3.63 70.6 7300 

4. Recognition by Farmers of Improvement
 

An important criteria in judging the improvement
 

due to watercourse renovation is how the farmers view it.
 

Farmers readily acknowledge at least two benefits:
 

(1) the greater ease in control of water by use of improved
 

nakkas and check structures; and (2) the increased
 

quantity of water. Most farmers, as reported by the
 

Senior Extension Officer at Mona, believe the water supply
 

has doubled. Mr. Malik Nawaz, based on the time required
 

to irrigate a particular area reports a 63 percent in

crease in the water available at the end of Branch G.
 

5. Potential for Further Increase
 

Nearing completion of the watercourse improvement
 

an attempt was made to seal all rodent and other holes
 

within the various channels. Unfortunately, the holes were
 

not properly plugged in many sections and are contributing

*) 	 * * , - t % 

to loss after improvement. The complete sealing of
 

these holes should result in additional loss reduction.
 
. 1, 	 - if II -e 



Xfiurther increase'in irrigation water delivery to
 

fields could be affected by improving and cleaning the
 

channels within the farmers fields. While farmers channels
 

are subject to the same types of loss existing in the
 

branches, they are generally not as well maintained. In
 

addition, poorly cleaned farmer channels tend to increase
 

water levels in the branch channels leading to generally
 

greater seepage and frequent overtopping.
 

B. Other Benefits
 

1. Reduction of Seepage Damage
 

Seepage damage to the crops was practically eliminated
 

(and will remain negligible if the farmers will develop
 

and adequate cleaning and maintenance program)*. There
 

was not as much seepage damage along the watercourse 

surveyed in this as in other areas; however, a walking 

survey indicated that about 50 percent of the trees in 

ihie first row next to the watercourses had been stunted 

compared to trees further away from the watercourse. 

Yield from these stunted trees was about 50 percent less 
thanj" h yL.lI n I '.. Io. t
 
than the yield of normal trees. Because there were citrus 

trees on one side or the other of about 12,000 feet of
 

this watercourse, it is estimated that about 300 trees 

were damaged by seepage. Yield reduction on these trees 

wouldbe equivalent to the yield of about 1.35 acres of 
t, I- LT ... Ir , I 1

citrus. ince thmae citrus gard3ens were returning about
 

Rs. 6,000 per year, the seepage damage to the citrus is
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estimated at about Rs. 8,000 per year. The total damage 

to all other crops probablywas less than Rs. 13,000
 

per year.
 

2. Keeping Sediment Out of the Farmlands
 

The rates of accumulation of sediment, in the sediment
 

traps have been approximately as predicted. The farmers
 

and the watercourse watchman (Khal Chowkidar) need to be
 

instructed more completely on when to clean the sediment
 

from this trap, because on at least ono occasion,they 

have allowed it to fill up accumulatin9 appreciable 

sediment in the watercourse. As long as the trap was kept 

clean there was practically negligible accumulation of 

sediment in the downstream sections. Assuming that the 

farmers did clean this trap at the proper intervals and 

took all.7,000 cubic feet of sediment out of the trap, 

the farmers would be saved the cost of moving.this 

260 cubic yards of sediment away from,the banks: and 

releveling their land. Assuming that this cost is about 

thatcharged for,land leveling (that is, , Rs.,3 per 

cubic yard) the annual-savings to the farmer wouldrbe 

about Rs. 800., 

3. , Labor Savings at.Junctions. 

The labor savings at the junctions from installation 

of the improved nakkas can. only be estimated-from a few 

time and motion studies taken on watercourses which were 

carrying 'approximately the. same amount. of: water..- In these 
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10 cubic feet of 'earth tofew observotions it required 

-ropeirly and safely stop a water flow of ,5 cusecs. When 

were removed and if the farmer were conscientiousthese dams 

about trying-to get all of 'the soil back out of the water

course,-at"least 20 percent of the earth was still lost by
 

eirosion. The erosion resulted in these borrow pits along
 

side such dams growing at the rate of two cubic feet per
 

week'or about four cubic yards per year. Replacement of
 

'this soil from the fields at a rate of Rs. 3 per cubic
 

yard would cost the farmer about Rs. 12 per year per dam.
 

Farmers working steadily throughout the day have been
 

monitored moving about 18 cubic feet of earth per hour
 

over equivalent distances; consequently, the farmer who
 

fills and moves a dam has probably spent'about thetsame amount
 

of energy. The farmer does not actually spend 30 minutes
 

closing a dam on a 5-cusec watercourse. One or two work as
 

,fast as they can as the water keeps washing away-the soil
 

and usually manage to close a gap with a few large pieces
 

of sod fill soil. Thestruggle-may takeonly 5 to 15
 

minutes-depending on the number of men and thestream size.
 

However, at the end of this time they are generally ready
 

for a 10 or 20-minute rest.' Farmers also will find many
 

ways t rreduce the,-amount of soil in a dam. Keeping the
 

dam very'harrow and reducing the free~board to practically
 

zero are among, these ways, in,spite.of thefact'that this 

'results ,inaniappreciable'wash-out rate.and'accounts for an 

appreciable amount of the operational losses described
 

http:spite.of
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'earlier. In general, the'farmercan properly open and
 

close:anvimproved nakka in less.than 10 minutes',0including
 

:the time he spends packing mud into the-groove on the
 

present orifice panels. At this rate he expends about
 

'8hours per year and his-savings in labor amounts to
 

about 40 hours per year per improved nakka installed. This
 

labor saving'plus the eliminated'need of hauling earth
 

from-the fields to the borrow pits can amortize the cost
 

of the*Rs. 200/nakka in 5 to 10 years depending on the cost
 

of the labor and the interest rate of the borrowed money.
 

4. Control and Measurement of the Water
 

Other benefits due to the improvements may develop.
 

For instance, if an irrigation advisory service to the
 

farmers is made available to help them apply the proper
 

amount of water to their crops, it will be essential that
 

the aount of water be either measured frequently or be
 

sufficiently constant that the farmer will know how many
 

minutes to let it run to apply a certain number of acre
 

inches to his field. If the farmers will maintain their
 

watercourses and clean them regularly so the water levels
 

and loss rates do not rise appreciably, the rate of delivery
 

will be reasonably constant. Studies by Mr. Bashir Ahmed
 

and Dr. S. A. Bowers also indicate that the rate of flow
 

through these orifice nakkas can be calibrated against the
 

head loss and then the measured head loss can give a
 

reasonable estimate of the amount of water flowing through
 

the orifice and thereby provide the farmer with the needed
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Tt.ispProbable-that:thisinfornitio' as to tlowvtte' 

measureMent will.have to be done by some reasonably 

trained person to begin with,-.such as the field assistant 

or the tubewell operator.
 

Another benefit of having permanent measurement
 

-structures in the watercourse is the rates of water loss
 

are much more easily measured. Cleaning and maintenance
 

scheduling also can be based on such measurement rather
 

than on the subjective will of 30 or 40 farmers.
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WATERCOURSE MAImEdANCE' 

,.A. Hiring of Khal Chowkidor and HisAssiqnments
 

Organization of a watercourse maintenance program is
 

deemed necessary to assure an adequate water supply to all
 

watercourse farmers. An important part of the program is
 

the Khal Chowkidar. In general, his duties are to patrol
 

the watercourse and repair all obvious sources, or
 

potential sources, of water loss such as seepage through
 

banks, nakkas, rodent holes, overtopping, etc. Similarly he
 

reports to the watercourse committee all violations of
 

watercourse regulations, including theft of water, damage
 

to the watercourse, etc.
 

This Khal Chowkidar, in addition, acts as intermediary
 

between the farmers and the watercourse committee. He
 

reports on requests iand informs farmers of committee
 

decisions and rulings.
 

'The watercourse committee has hired the Khal Chowkidar,
 

Mr. Mohammad Manak, for 32.maunds of wheat per year (R. 1200/
 

year). He is also authorized (informally) to graze his
 

two buffalo along certain!sections of the watercourse and
 

,to cut grass along other sections. Ar. Manak, after 

receiving instruction in the'recognitionand remedy for 

sources of water lossjhasassumed the Khal Chowkidar 

duties. 
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B. 	 Schedule and Procedure of Kaintenance and Cleaning 
Program 

One of the duties assigned to the Khal Chowkidar is 

scheduling maintenance and cleaning and directing the 

work party. He schedules: the maintenance and cleaning 

-of'the watercourse when the tubewell supplemented water 

-level reaches a particular height. A gage indicating the 

water level has been installed along with permanent 

measurement structures. The relation of lois to height of 

water in the watercourse is being determined. This data 

will be presented to the users executive committeewho will 

'decide the height to which the water level should be allowed 

to rise before cleaning. In general, all watercourse 

subscribers will contribute to the cleaning and maintenance 

of the main channel. However, branches A, B, C-F and G, 

-will be cleaned and maintained by only the farmers served 

by these particular sections. Any farmer failing to contri

;bute his just Share to cleaning and maintenance operations 

will be subject to tenalty on decision of the watercourse 

committee, 

C4 Cleaning the Sediment Trap 

" I The sediment trap is supposed to be cleaned anytime 

after it isthalf full and before it is full in order to 

,DrVeft filling of the trap and deposit of sediment in the 

downstream sections. All farmers will be equally responsible 

for this cleanling and will asidme this responsibility on a
 

rotation basis assigned by the Khil Chokidar.
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D. Estimated Maintenance Cost of Improved Structure
 

At most points where the check structure and improved
 

hikkas are installed together one nakka lid will be surplus.
 

The Kahl Chowkidar will store these excess lids as replace

ments for lids that may be damaged in the future. Where a
 

farmer has installed gaskets on the lids, the Khal Chowkidar
 

will inspect the gaskets periodically. If replacement is
 

required, it will be his responsibility to do so. Foam
 

tubber gasket material costs Rs. 0.50/feet; the estimated
 

cost of gasket replacements, including rubber cement on
 

a 20-inch lid is Rs. 3. It is doubtful that the nakka 

pahel, will require replacement; However, if nbcessary 

Mw panels with iidi, 20 iniftei ih diameter, may be purchased 

for RA; 60'ea6h; 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
 

A. IMrovements and Maintenance Costs 

Since this type of improvement has not been in place
 

anywhere for more than a few months, estimates of the life
 

of the materials are just that, . estimate. For the earthen

improved watercourse with proper maintenance there is no
 

physical reason why the farmers should be required to go
 

through such an all-out effort again. As long as the farmers
 

do not let the banks erode 4nd keep the channel clean and
 

desilted, taey should have good service from their channel.
 

The lined sections, biffalo baths, and cement nakas all are
 

damageable if mistreated. The lined sections with 9-inch
 

walls should have an average life of at least 12 years,
 

while the sections of the buffalo baths may last only 10
 

years due to the heavy use. Prompt repair of any problems
 

and maintenance to replace cracked or broken portions will,
 

of course, increase the above figures.
 

On the averag. the farmers should plan to invest about
 

one hour per year in cleaning and maintenance on each 10 feet
 

of watercourse and be prepared to replace 20 perce-it of the
 

panel nakka lids (@ Rs. 20) and 10 percent of the panels
 

(0 Re. 60) each year. The work of the khal chowkidar will
 

increase the effectiveness of the farmer's maintenance work
 

and will serve to identify trouble spots before they become
 

major. The annual costs for watercourse maintenance and
 

improvements, including the khal chowdikar at TW 56 water

course, will be about Re. 2800 plus Re. 3000 opportunity
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F6ii i6o iiibr; Wifi apijiiiately 2800 acre-feet entering 

tie wateicouise it the hiad amually (canal water plus SCARP 

tibewell water) the cleaning and maintenance costs add only
 

about one rupee of capital and one rupee's worth of labor to
 

the coat of an acre-foot of water.
 

i. Benefits
 

The farmers on the watercouirse, especially thome with
 

ilnd near the tail of the watercourse already recoghiie iiiit
 

they are receiving additional water. Conversioh of this
 

addiional water into economic benefits will be achieved as
 

it replaces gasoline-powered private tubewell pumped water;
 

ai it is used to increase cropping intensity (acres cultivated), 

Ai is usd to increase stands (and consequently yields); 

and/or as it is used to grow high value crops with hiO water
 

de'and. 
If the farners do not use this water properly, it will
 

proiid6 no economic benefits and may in fact, cause some
 

econ6ic losses as a result of nitrate leaching and water-,
 

ibggig at the tail end. 
The obvious answer is an extensive 

if'fort to educate the farmers in proper irrigation practices 

-iid crop water needs (see Extension Activities). 

The long-term benefits from the increased water will 

become apparent as the extension activities bear fruit. It 

is unreasonable to expect the farmers to increase inmediately 

their cropping intensity, especially because the watercourse
 

has a present cropping inteansity of greater than 1600.
 

However, the combination of increased water supply and higher
 

support price for cotton in conjunction with the continuing
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high price for citrus should lead to a small increase during 

Kharif 1976. Until the long-term changes occur and are 

measured, the bwnefIts attributable to the 	increased water 

can only be estimated using data from other sources. One
 

measure of the value of the additional water is the cost of
 

the next viable alternative source of water supply. In this
 

Area since the shallow groundwater (down to about 200 feet)
 

is relatively good, the alternative source of water supply
 

is from private or public tubewalls. Table 17 presents the
 

costs of water from tubewells and canals.
 

Table 17. Water costs.
 

Cost at Source Costs at Nakka Source Cost Changer

Source (Rs/AF) (Rs/AF) as Supply Increases 

Ciial Water ia) 10.0 10-30 (b) 	 Fixed cost per acre 
but supply is limited.

Privae Tubewell 37.0 
 46.0 Per unit costs rapidly
 
decrease - approach
 

Piblic Tubewell (Old) 24.0 48.0 
 20 Rs/AF.
 
Per unit cobt decrease
 

Public Tubewell (New) 48.0 96.0 approach 20 Rs/AF
 

( ) Set rate per acre regardless of quantity delivered
 
(b) Costs vary depending upon yearly canal supply 

Additional water delivered at the nakka from groundwaiier
 

costs about Rs. 46 per acre foot. If we take this as the vaiue 

of additional water provided by the project, and approkimatily 

700 acre-feet of additional water are provided annually, then 

the benefits are of the order of Re. 32,200 per year. However; 

because of the monsoon rains and the changes in crop water 

lemands over time, only 750 of the year is this water required 

for the crops (even with 2000 cropping intensity). Thus, the 

annual benefits are estimated at Ra. 24,150. 
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C. , hefit/Costs Analysis 

Looking at the improvements on the watercourse over the
 

iife of the improved structures provided us with a comparison
 

6f the benefits to costs for such a project. The benefit/cost
 

iitio is defined as the present worth of the benefits, PVB,
 

divided by the present worth of the costs, PVC, where:
 

B- B 
= B6+ (ll+ ) + -n

-co + l- + + 

(l+r)n 

FI iMi Co; Bi and Cl; etc. - benefits and costs pek yed 

0;i, ~ ; r = diidxifit rate, ,1 --- N - numbdr of yeiii 

Uiiig a life of 25 years, a value of water of is; 46;
 

ifid a d~ccotint rate of 15%; the benefit/cost (B/C) rati6 fb
 

ihe project is 1;76. With a ,diicbunt rate of 101 and the in

viiie of water afid life; the B/B ratio is 2;42; Tabie iS
 

repiesents a range of B/C ratios based on different Vaisi
 

of vaitr akid disouht rates.
 

Fii this table it is apparent that as the farmers more
 

iffe-ively utilize their water, the increased value will
 

iead to increased benefits and a higher B/C ratio. Removal
 

of the research component, more efficient utilization of
 

itaff, or reduced social costs of capital leading to a lover
 

discount rate will also yield an improved B/C ratio. Farmers
 

dn a nearby watercourse (TV 73) have observed the project and
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Table 18. B/C ratios bas .. r ,.wl ,s. 9fwat.. 

j- 3 /C Patios
19V0O VO' P-C L%1, 

Discount Rate
 
Jm.: Ll rI., 'Valt/e'of a, l , lot d 1506. .11

46 As/Af a ' 2.42 1../6 " . 0 

5 RS/Ar b " -3,05 2,$6. ,t ,6 

100 Rs/AF ~4.74 3.8?. 

aLea.e cost alterrative source of water supply 

for water for entire yearin. iepraved SCARP watercourse1 
bshador value 

0c stinated cost of additional water supplied from Tarbela Dan 
dSubsidized capital costs 

Coss for capital frm comercial sources 

/ 1- f "') , .' . j 1;, ) 1; 1 ~ ) 1(*h n C-ti 
are presently attempting to dup Ccate it on thieir own
 

- - , d , ,v 1 I ,o, , -.. 

watercourse. This indicates that the farmers also believe
 

there is a positive B/C ratio associated with-this work.
 

D. National Scale
 

The potential for this type of project being implemented 

on a national scale is both exciting and frustrating. "The 

potential benefits, in improved stands and increased yields
" ', - 0 - : " ' ": + 1 I i L " J 

and intensitien are tremendous. In e present SCARP areas 

alone this type of project could save over 2 MAF of water 

"Itldch *duld 'notd iy p"",r addiioiif frrigatizn water, 

bilt Would ali6 ~ig&fcai~tiy rgdu.Ie waiirio4ii14 ai'9slinity. 

Iirozeent 6f th bilk of the 4atercoises in Pakistan would 

blinainate need to ijiprt giiin, because it would pro~ide 

sufficient irrigation water to reach self sufficiency.
 

1ickert, Jerry# et.al, "Water Managementin Irrigated, 
Cropping Systems of Pakistan." CSU Progress Report,
 
Colorado State University (November 1975).
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The frustrating part of the problem is that with all of 

,the oeducated personnel in Pakistan few have training in on

dfarm level agricultural engineering; therefore, the possibility 

of. spreading the program to a national level is severely 

restricted by the manpower shortage. It is possible to
 

establish specialized training centers to instruct farmers 

,and field assistants; eventually this will be necessary. This
 

,present shortage, however, necessarily restricts improvement
 

.schemes to an area that can be serviced by the available
 

manpower pool.
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IXTUSIO ACTrVITISS,
 

M'watercourse improvements'at'TSV 56 'aria '*7""'irovide
 

> excellent opportunity for an extenio o" program.' The
 

rapport and credibility that are so necessary to effective
 

ettension work have been established.
 

A. Irriqation Advisory Assistance
 

The major extension activity thatihas been carried out 

by the CSU field party on previously improved watercourses 

is land leveling. This activity will'be continued'but will 

be integrated into a more comprehensive program of Irrigation 

Advisory Assistance. 

The initial advisory phases of this program are based on
 

previous irrigation evaluations on the watercourse and on
 

calculation of expected weekly irrigation demand for the
 

major crops.
 

The irrigation evaluations have provided information about
 

the present irrigation practices of a nunuer of farmers.
 

Information is now available concerning average flow at
 

the hakka, irrigation application efficiencies, and, to some 

ekteht, the farmers criteria for irrigation timing4 Informa

tion is being collected about the present and proposed crops 

oh these farms (initially 6 farms on TW 18 and 6 on TW 56), 

he expected water demand for these crops will be calculated
 

and an irrigation schedule preparid. if expected water
 

dimand exceeds flow, or if expected flow greatly exceeds
 

demand, suggestions will be made for changes in the prbopied
 

cropping patterns, PidiJd s Aff will consult with the fif'fek
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,weekly-and help7him decide,_qn the best utilization of his
 

,weekly water turn, based on'boththe schedule and the actual
 

,sOil moisture conditions-in the:.field. The projected,schedule
 

will be periodically, updated -if abnormal rai.,ifall or water 

use conditions, ,or.ifsubstantial .deviations occur from any
 

:other cause. 

Ift abnormal irrigation times are encciuntered due. to 

uneven fields, land leveling will be recommended along with 
r'assistance in planning and carrying out the leveling operation
 

and monitoring the effect on irrigation efficiency.
 

B. Crop Extension Program
 

In addition to the Irrigation Advisory Assistance which
 

is planned to be conducted by the present staff, a crop by
 

crop extension program is envisioned. This will require
 

substantial effort and additional personnel if it is to be
 

undertaken at more than a minimal level.
 

In this approach a list of essential practices and inputs i
 

would be developed.
 

These would differ somewhat from the standard list of
 
improved practices. They would be highly specific, and only
 

those practices and inputs absolutely necessary to an accept

able level of productivity Would be included. 
The level of
 

inputs will be maintained in order that a maximum benefit/cost 

ratio tan be expected. The number of practices and recommenda

tions for each crop shall be rigorously pruned in the interest
 

of iifplicity, These will be printed in Urdu, one sheet per
 

dfdpi and diittibted on the watercourse on a saturation
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'*basisl' - This will a followed, by-extension, staff 'visitation 

,'to.explain the' recomendation and to assist' the growers in 

'attainihg required inputs. 'The success of fields on which 

"the recomendations are followed will be monitored;to,deter

mine their effectiveness, and the recomendations will be
 

re-evaluated seasonally. Problems encountered bythe farmers 

will be'identified and solved to the.'extent possible. It 

should be possible todevelop simple, direct crop by crop 

.improveMent programs that can and will be adopted by the
 

small famer.
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MISTAKES COMMITTED, ANJ. SUGGSTIONS .0 AVOID 

OR CORRECT THEM IN THE FUTURE 

A._ Side Slopes and Alignment 

At the location of the watercourse where this project was 

initiated the slope and flow rate were such that the design
 

depth of water in a channel with 1:1 side slope needed to be
 

.,f;only.18 inches and the free board required was 0.5 feet. Con

sequently, the horizontal distance involved from the edge of
 

the bed to the inside shoulder of the bank was only 2 feet.
 

The engineer in charge laid out the rest of that branch and 

mostof the main watercourse using the criteria of 2 feet of
 

horizontal distance from the edge of the bed of the watercourse
 

to the inside shoulder. This gave approximately a 1:1 slope in
 

When this same horizontal
the lower sections of the Branch G. 


,distance, however, was combined with the 2 feet of operating
 

depth and 1 foot of free board designed in the upper portions
 

of the main channel, the result was over 3 feet of vertical
 

-.idiatance combinedwith only 2 feet of horizontal distanceb The
 

side slopes were much steeper than 1:1 which caused considerable
,,-


-,slippage of soil back into the channel when banks were wetted,
 

This occurred in those portions of the watercourse where the
 

sidhs had been filled, and the soil material was sediment
r. 

,-(+ahich is primarily silt and fine sand) and had not been ade

, .Lq~iately compacted before the water was let back into the water-

This steeper than desired slope can be avoided by incourse. 


structing the engineer to set his alignment with stakea down
 

-the middle of the watercourse and to measure his distances at
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each 	station from those center-marking poles. These must be
 
1. 

measured according to the needs of horizontal distance to 

achieve the bottom width, horizontal distance in the sid6 slope, 

top width of the bank and horizontal distance in the outside 

side slope according to design specifications. 

B. 	 Elevation of the Watercourse
 

One section of over 2,000 feet was constrUdted ekadtly
 

0.5 feet too low, in spite of a plan to check watercoUrse ele

vations by having the engineer in charge making independent 

elevation determinations to check the engineer who set the 

elevation of the watercourse. In general, the engineer setting 

the waterco'Urse had made a recording error at a turning point 

and had failed to close his survey; thereforej he did not de

tect that error. The engineer in charge of setting the im

proVed structures Was in a hurry on that section and decided 

to just eyeball the structures into the existing watercourse 

b d rather than to bet their elevations independently. 

To some extent each of these engineers dbuld blame the 

othe fat his mistake. In the future each persoh condtcting 

& survey will be carefully appraised of his professional re

sipbisibility to make his eleVatibhd dorrect and check them by 

closing his survey. In the futdie permanent bench marks will 

be installed or iocated at the rate of about 1 per squake. 

These bench marks will be surveyed to determine their exact
 

elevation. The survey to determine the exact elevations of
 

these bench marks will be closed, and copies of maps showing
 

these bench marks and their elevations will be distributed t6
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all parsons responsible for determining and setting additional
 

elevations on this improvement program.
 

C- Compaction of Soils Around Structures
 

In our enthusiasm to get water back into the.watercoUrse
 

asoon as possible, the soil around the improved structures 

Vhb often compacted later in the same day or on the day follow

ing'1the cohatrUction of: the structures. 
 In several cases this 

brbke the green mortar conhecting the wing walls to the main 

btractte and required repair& It was found that this breakage 

dbUld be avoided if at least one day was allowed between the 

time of construction and the time of filling the soil in around 

the structures, and if the soil around the structures could be 

idkdd rather gently by foot pressure at that time, rather than 

fbtIdihg the soil with a metal compactor.
 

bi Wing Walls and Position of Structures
 

When the masons set these structures in the watercouries,
 

,tihy often attempted to get the bottom lip of the struoture
 

dg&ist the line representing the edge of a 2-foot bottom width.
 

Td reduce the hydraulic head loss at the circular orifice,
 

these drifices were placed at an angle of 60 degrees with the
 

hdfitofitil rather than 45 degrees as was originally planned.
 

Thui, the tops of these structures stuck out several inches
 

fr6i the banks cohstructed at a 1:1 slope; When the cutoff
 

wVili Veke built even with the top of the structures, the top
 

f'these cut-off walls also protruded out into the watercourse. 

Ais can be avoided by setting the structure ba-k into the 

bank an extra foot so that the wing wall is approximately 

bentered in the bank ahd becomes an integral part of the bank 
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rather than a facing to the L-. behind which the-watir:can
 

circulate, erode the soil and result in washouts;
 

When there is sufficient slope to the watercourse that the
 

1 to 2 hundredths of a foot head loss saved by having the 

panels at 60 degrees is not essential, installation of the 

panel containing the orifice at 45 degrees is reconibnded; It 

i6 also recommended that this panel be put in flUsh-with the 

dfsigned inside surface of the watercourse at 45 degrees, and 

that the whole masonry structure conform with the shape of the 

bahk which gives more masonry to soil contact and reduces the 

poMbntial for leakage and washouts. 

it Settling of Loose Soil in the Banks 

While the banks generally were compacted as they were 

b&ing built, this compaction was seldom complete; Whenothe 

water was turned into the watercourse, the banks were thoroughly 

Wtted; and when there was traffic on these bahks, they gener

ll1 ittled from 01 to 0;3 foot below the original design 

1 1 and the freshly constructed level. To compensate for 

this settling, it is recommended that these banks should gen

eially be built 0;2 foot higher than the design level and in 

higher
itietches where there is over 1.0 foot of fill; 0.3 foot 

thih designed bank elevation; 

F; Channel Bed Levels 

Checking the bed levels one month after construction it 

wia found that they were generally 0:1 to 0.2 foot above tie 

design level. This was not generally an accumulation of hew
 

seditent but was probably a result of the tendency of the
 

farmers to not believe that we needed to go as deep as we
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viiH1,4ing in the excavation of this watercourse and the general
 

t-ideiicy of humans to do slightly less than is requested! This
 

deficiency in depth was easily corrected during wat,3rcourse
 

cleaning by telling the farmers the problem and requesting that
 

they 	"clean" the watercourse to a depth of about 0.2 foot below
 

the existing bottom level. 
It would have been very helpful if
 

there had bben some profiles of just one layer of bricks coming
 

ithe side lope and across the bottom of the bed at the
 

elevation designed for that particular section. Having these
 

piofiles at 100-foot intervals would help the farmers maintain' 

thb proper cross sections.
 

G. 	 Farmer Sub-Branches 

Following improvement, the farmers receive almost twice 

as much water as they have been used to in the past at many of
 

the junctions toward the bottom end of the watercourse. The 

absolute increase in amount of water flowing and the increased
 

head 	gradient necessary to force this larger volume of water 

through a given channel act together to raise the height of the 

waiter 'at the top end of tho sub-branches and in the immediately 

adJacent sections of the branch watercourse which delivers the 

aiter 	to these sub-branches. Overtopping occurred at several 

uch junctions and in their vicinity. On seeing this overtopping 

CSU and the resident agricultural engineers built up these junc

tions and the adjacent banks, rather than telling the farmers
 

to increase the side of their sub-branches to handle their new
 

incrased water supply. Noting that we had done this at a few
 

Junctions many of the other farmers took this easy out reand 

quested that their junctions be similarly built up. By going
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'along with' these' requests wea issed,.the ideal; opportunity. of 

correotness of..the waterdemonstrating to the:'farmers t(l)-,the 

course design, and (2)the factothat.;thei watercourse sub

branches needed to be improved,to: handlethis'
eflow.- It also
 

negated one of our original desigv.featureswhich,.was to 
have
 

a level just-3 inches.above the
thetop of these structures .at 


.'design' -level fso that these structureaf would (serve.as ,an. over-

flow; in ,base'of spurious :high. flows--of water down these,water

courses, inadequate cleaningof the watercourses, or 
accidental 

safety valve
closure of thei nakkas.,- They were,to act as,a 

allowing the water to flow on down-.the channels rather,than to 

erode over the banks and destroy the-earthen banks. In future 

projects the farmers shouldbe ,told:before they begin that 

this is going to happen'and that they should look for ,it as 

an evidence of their increased water supply rather than a defi-

Before it happens we should encourage
ciency in the design. 


them to either enlarge their sub-branches or to split their
 

water into two or more of these sub-branches.
 

H. Poor Performance and Participation of Farmers in the
 

'Final "Touch-Up"
 

By the time the farmers finished the main excavation work
 

they were understandably eager to return to their farming
 

activities. The extension supervisor was able to coax them
 

into a couple of days of a very haphazard effort by a large
 

crew who walked along the watercourse filling the observable
 

The soil was placed In these holes so,loosely
holes with soil. 

that within a few weeks a large portion of these holes were 

leaking again. The job was originally planned to bedone by 
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two small 'crews of men (about 4 or 5,men each) who were to be
 

carefullyinstructed and supervised. The first crew was to
 

'have gone through the watercourse and carefully compacted the
 

earth into all observable holes and then the second team was to
 

follow the waribundi schedule and close all remaining observ

able leaks while water was in the channelsection during a
 

complete waribundi turn. The rates of loss from this water

course could'probably have:been reduced by at least another
 

10% had this been-done.-1, II
 

In the future the agreement with the farmers should be
 

spelled out including therequirement for this final touch-up
 

effort.- On test sectionsthis final touch-up effort wqp
 

proven to have the highest benefits/cost ratio of any of the
 

farmers' efforts. Having the farmers agree to this component
 

'of the 'improvement program before.the work is started will
 

help them pace themselves and prepare for this "supreme effort."
 

I. Location of Check Structures, Culverts and Turnouts
 

While there was the equivalent of a couple of days of
 

engineering and extension agent time spent with farmers in
 

determining where the check structures, turnouts and culverts
 

should be, there were many requests and demands for additional
 

check structures, culverts and turnouts following the comple

tion of the watercourse. In the case of check structures and
 

culverts these demands were particularly a problem since the
 

head losses of these additional structures would raise the
 

above that in the original design.
elevation of the water surface 


Unfortunately, the original criteria for placement of these
 

'check structures and culverts was violated for what appeared
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to be a qouple of hardship cases. Within about two days every
 

farmer on the watercourse had heard of these exceptions and
 

,many of these were asking for additional check structures and 

nakkas. In future pilot-improvement programs the criteria for 

placement of these structures should be spelled out to the 

farmers in the original agreement. More time should be allo

cated to discuss the locations of these structures and the 

reasons for the criteria with the-executive committee and the 

individual farmers. Then, once the watercourse has been de

signed, there should be absolutely no deviations,from these 

designs. This will allow the engineers, when approached by 

the farmers for additional structures,, to lay the responsibility
 

'for this decision with the supervisors of the project, rather
 

than have to personally turn down the request of the farmer
 

whose cooperation is essential to the success of the project.
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-FINDINGS APPLICABLE TO FUTURE PROGRAM DESIGN 

Even though this was an experimental watercourse on which 

there were many expenditures for experimental structures and 

many persons were assigned to the watercourse primarily for
 

training, the benefit/cost ratio. still appears to be in the
 

range of 3-4.
 

This indicates that in more refined development projects
 

to be scheduled in the future that this benefit/cost ratio
 

could be increased to 5 or 6. However, the longevity of these
 

improvements will be highly dependent on a well-scheduled and
 

Even at
quality-controlled maintenance and cleaning program. 


this early stage it is apparent that the farmers need help in
 

scheduling maintenance because there have been periods when the
 

farmers have allowed the sediment basin to fill and overflow
 

into the regular watercourse channel. Combined with plant
 

growth in the channel, this sediment accumulation has raised
 

the elevation of'the water at the head of the watercourse to
 

the point that the mogha was being submerged and the flow of
 

water from the distributary to the farmer's watercourse reduced
 

It is strongly recomappreciably below their allocated supply. 


mended that on this and future improved watercourses special
 

staff gauges fixed at the head of the watercourse be painted red
 

in those elevations where the water in the watercourse will
 

cause reduction of flow from the distributary.
 

Water losses were found to be a function of the operating
 

level of water in the.watercourse, the compaction of the banks,
 

Losses were generally lower in
and the thickness of the banks. 
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those portions of the watercourse where the water ran
 

continuously, rather than in those portions of,the 
watercourse
 

where the flow'was intermittent (i.e. only one or two'days per
 

'week).- Immediately following the major reconstruction effort
 

-there are few rodent holes orinsect burrows which extend 
com

pletely through the banks. However, as the animal and insect
 

.population in these banks return to their steady state, it is
 

,likely that these banks will again develop higher permeabili

'-ties.- Regularand consistent closure of leaks should belp keep
 

the loss rates,down. However,,it appears that there is also a
 

good argument for designing the normal flow level in the main
 

watercourse delivery channels to be down near the level of 
the
 

'surrounding fields,,using check structures,,to bring this water
 

level-up to the operational level needed at delivery points.
 

The appreciably reduced loss in the continuous flow sections,
 

-particularly when those sections are operating at less than
 

full supply level, raises the interesting possibility that
 

dividing the water into two.or,three continuously flowing
 

,channelsandrevising'thewaribundi schedule to give the 
farmers
 

more frequent access, to the water may-not use an appreciably
 

greater amount of water than is presently being wasted in
 ,, 


losses. 'These possibilities should be further evaluated and
 

analyzed to determine howmuch they can increase the effi

ciencies and help the farmers,increase -their water 
use
 

efficiency.
 

Sodplaced behind-culverts and check structures provided
 

,adequate protection°-from erosionin those channels ,in which
 



water flowed only one or two days a'week: "This-sod is qE;nerally
 

available within a few feet of the watercourse before tho recon

struction begins. Some forethought in stockpiling this sod
 

as the banks are torn apart at points where structures will be
 

installed can reduce labor involved in bringing this sod to
 

the points where it is needed. In those sections of the water

course'where water is flowing almost every day, it will be
 

necessary to use some sort of rip rap to prevent the banks from
 

eroding in the vicinity, especially just below the culverts
 

and structures.
 

Preliminary measurements indicate that the head loss at
 

control structures and culverts can be reduced by 10 to 20% if
 

some form of transition is used to funnel water into these
 

smaller cross-sections. On some watercourses this reduction in
 

head loss will not be significant. However, on sections of
 

many watercourses, saving this much head loss can help get the
 

water to the high points that are difficult to reach. The cost
 

of this funneling is primarily labor, and it generally amounts
 

to only 2 or 3 hours per structure. Putting in a double orifice,
 

though, increases the cost by about Rs. 100 for a check struc

ture and Rs. 200 for a 20-inch culverts.
 

The'submerged orifice-type check structures can be used as
 

measurement structures if the'head loss across them is accur

ately calibrated with the flow through them.' This"accurate
 

calibration may require stillingwells. Once calibrated; the
 

given size orifice with the standard approach'condition and
 

angle of ihstallation with respect to he diiection-of water
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flow can be translated to other orifices with identical approach 

and angle conditions.
 

The sediment trap works effectively,, but the farmers should
 

be instructed more completely on how to determine when it needs 

to be cleaned and to arrange for its cleaning as soon as it is
 

needed.
 

The elimination of the parallel sub-branches appears to
 

have been completely successful in the eyes of the farmers who
 

were served by these sub-branches, and this should be a
 

standard recommendation in the future.
 

One ofthe biggest sources of contention between farmers
 

and the technical personnel was the desire by every farmer to
 

have a check structure immediately following his take-off from
 

the watercourse. As discussed earlier, this is not only an
 

extra expense, but also is often impossible because of the
 

extra head loss caused by the large number of check structures.
 

In a few cases where there seem to be extenuating circumstances
 

the original design requirements of spacing these check struc

tures at least 500 feet apart were relaxed and the farmers
 

were given extra check structures. Within a few days almost
 

every farmer on the watercourse knew about these exceptions
 

and the project engineers were faced with a flood of requests
 

for additional check structures 4by the other farmers. 4 Refusall' ) 4. 

toaccommodate all these requests resulted in some hard feel

ings. Obviously, some rules and regulations regarding these
 

requests need to be established at the outset. Also, the
 

,farmers.on the watercourse and the irrigation,department which
 

http:farmers.on
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readjusts the waribundi must agree to readjustments which will
 

give extra time to those farmers who have to fill up extra
 

sections of the watercourse.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
 

A. 	 Watercourse Improvement Program
 

On the basis of the apparent success of this program it
 

was recommended that a watercourse improvement program of this
 

type be included as a major program in the On-Farm Water
 

Management Pilot Project to be initiated in the Sind, the
 

Punjab and the North West Frontier Provinces of Pakistan.
 

B. 	 Project Should Continue for Training/Laboratory
 

This first pilot watercourse improvement project answered
 

many questions which will help the next pilot watercourse im

provement project go more smoothly and compensate for leader

ship components which may not be as strong as the leadership
 

component was in this first pilot watercourse improvement
 

project. However, there are many additional improvements that
 

need to be made in the manner in which farmers are contacted
 

and motivated to participate in watercourse improvement projects.
 

For this reason it is proposed that these projects be continued
 

as training grounds for personnel and as laboratories for
 

developing the most effective means of watercourse improvement.
 

C. 	 Other Watercourses Should be Tested
 

Several of the physical procedures used in this project to
 

solve problems were less than completely satisfactory solutions.
 

Several new procedures are suggested by these data and Vxp4ri

ences which appear likely to solve the problems more efficiently.
 

Moreover, this watercourse had a primarily loam soil and the
 

branch watercourse went through only a few short stretches of
 

sandy soil. Consequently, there was no necessity for concrete
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Sining of the' long stretches of the watercourse.' .There were 

no slopes steep enough to cause appreciable erosion;,conse

quently, drop structures were not needed. 'To meet and solve
 

these additional problems, watercourses with permeable soils,
 

steeper slopes, flatter slopes, serving land areas needing
 

additional water, and surface drainage should be included in
 

the series of pilot watercourse improvement projects.
 

D. Other Construction Seasons Should Be Tried
 

This watercourse improvement was conducted during the
 

months of December, January and February when the need for
 

water is low and the temperature is ideal for working., These
 

improvement projects should be tried other seasons of the year
 

*4hen there is a higher demand for the water; there is not a
 

scheduled canal closure, and the weather conditions are not as
 

optimum. Other periods of time which have excess labor in
 

these rural areas include the period immediately following
 

wheat'threshing to the middle of July, and the monsoon period
 

from'mid-July to mid-September. After the middle of September
 

the farmers are'generally becoming eager to get their land
 

The period from;midprepared for their staple wheat crop. 


December through mid-March appears to be an ideal period for
 

watercourse improvement and is long enough to allowa technical
 

team to-work with 'farmers and complete two successive water-


This should be attempted.
courses during that period of time. 


E. Essential Improvements Program
 

The enthusiastic acceptanice of this pilot watercourse
 

improveme'nit,program by farmers of surrounding watercourses
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indicates thatcthe demand oxceodothe supply af technical 
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and losses inthe acceptable range through a regular mainte

nance and cleaning program has been proposed. The program.will
 

utilize staff guage type plates fixed to easily visible pakka
 

structures, will measure losses in the water in the water

courses, will ask the farmers if they would like to know how
 

much a good cleaning increases the supply of water to their
 

.fields, and will give farmers information on how much such
 

cleaning procedures have increased water delivery to other
 

fields. The activities and time involved in a good cleaning
 

will be explao..ed to them and they will be asked if they can
 

provide sufficient help from their village to do a good clean

ing. If they can and will complete sets of pictures, still
 

and moving will be taken of the watercourse before cleaning,
 

during the cleaning process and following the cleaning, along
 

with the data on delivery efficiency improvement. Permanent
 

measurement-structures will be installed in these watercourses
 

along with the staff guages from which the farmers will mea

sure the water and determine when their next cleaning should
 

be scheduled. This program and variants thereof will be
 

conducted on 16 watercourses in the Mona project area.
 

G. ,..Irrigation Advisory Service
 

Extensive application efficiency measurements conducted
 

throughout the past year by Afzal and Clyma (in preparation)
 

have shown that the farmers do not use their water effectively
 

in the production of crops. On the basis of these observa

tions, an irrigation advisory service will be developed, tested,
 

and adapted to the needs of the farmers. This service will
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an estimate of the ,flbw of water
provide the farmers with in 

their watercourse, the amount of water used by 
the crops since
 

the lazt irrigation, and the priority need of this crop 
as com

pared to other crops which he is growing With the water 
avail-


The farmer also will be provided with
able in his next turn. 


estimates of the water he will have available and of 
the con

sumptive use requirements of various crops and the advisor 
will
 

then help the farmer plan a crop pattern which will most
 

effectively match his crops to his available water supply.
 

New methods of surface shaping and water application
 

currently are being tested at the Mona Reclamation Experimental
 

Project and are showing appreciable potential for increased
 

As these methods are tested adequately, they will
 crop yields' 


be incorporated into the advice furnished to the farmer 
in this
 

advisory program.
 

In the process of water scheduling farmers become very
 

aware of how much time is being used to irrigate each acre 
of
 

This gives the irrigation advisor the opportunity to tell
 crop. 


the farmer the relationship between the time necessary to 
irri

gate the field and how level that field'is. 
Also the advisor
 

can suggest to him that his unleveled fields could be irrigated
 

in less time if he were to level them. Technical assistance
 

and equipment will'be made available for the farmer to do 
this
 

job.
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